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ABSTRACT
This study uses the concept of specialization to examine visitors' activities
in Gros Marne National Park Reserve, specifically those using the backcountry.
An index of activity specialization was created employing generic indicators in

an attempt to differentiate among backcountry visitors and between backcountry
and frontcountry visitors. Visitor characteristics are described. Preferences for
environmental attributes and levels of support for park management strategies by
different visitor sub-groups are discussed.
Questionnaires were distributed to visitors who registered for overnight
stays in the backcountry during the summer of 1990 and to visitors who stayed
at the 'frontcountry' Green Point campground during the months of July and
August, 1990.
Backcountry visitors are socio-demographically different from Green Point
visitors, but are not different in terms of overall activity specialization scores.
Differences in hiking specialization and camping specialization were noted
between visitors who chose to recreate in different settings within the park.
Visitors to untrailed backcountry were more highly specialized hikers than
visitors to trailed backcountry, who were more highly specialized hikers than
visitors to the frontcountry campgrounds. The reverse pattern was the case for

ii

camping specialization. Generally visitors who participated in activities other
than hiking or camping had higher specialization scores.
The specialization index used in this thesis is not a practical tool for park
managers. More useful information about park users was obtained from
examining visitor comments and by classing visitors into groups based on the
park area in which they stayed overnight. Visitors to the untrailed backcountry
were found to have similar environmental preferences to visitors to the trailed
backcountry with the exception of a stronger preference for physical challenge.
Visitors to the trailed backcountry were found to have similar levels of support
for management options which include facilities to visitors to the frontcountry.
Management strategies favored by all visitor groups include the provision
of more and better information and interpretation via staff, maps and brochures.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
The population of the world continues to increase and change and so too

does the demand on the world's resources. How we define and allocate these
resources is different now than in the past and will continue to change into the
future. The management of resources has become more complex as
technological change has redefined our needs for resources and increased the
potential for leisure in more developed countries. This technology has expanded
both our ability to access resources previously unattainable and our ability to
damage essential resources such as air and water. Increased educational levels
and the mass media have raised awareness of this damage and the threat to less
tangible resources such as wilderness (Dearden 1994).
Two themes in modern resource management are conflict and uncertainty
(Dearden

~994,

Mitchell 1991, Jackson 1989). Conflict is created when

different cultural systems, which are incompatible to some degree, have different
resource values for the same resource. For example, members of the logging
industry value trees for timber and employment; other groups value trees for
oxygen production, wildlife habitat, and provision of recreational settings.
Uncertainty exists when decisions must be made within the context of a rapidly
changing biophysical and sociocultural environment and the decision makers
lack adequate knowledge or understanding (Mitchell 1991). Decisions must be
made now with little certainty of what impact they will have on the future and
no certainty of what impact future conditions will have on decisions made

2
today.

Resource management is the imperfect art of choosing the best apparent

solutions to a large and complex set of problems based on current knowledge of
people's needs

no~

and into the future.

The focus of this thesis is the management of outdoor recreational
resources within the context of the Canadian National Parks system. Over the
past few decades, competition for resources for recreational use has increased
tremendously which has led to conflict between groups with different resource
interests.

Conflict also exists within groups with seemingly similar interests.

Recreational users of the natural environment often differ in the degree to which
they wish to see the environment modified in order to provide access and meet
special needs. One facet of reducing conflict is to reduce the uncertainty over
resource supply and demands. This conflict between perceived recreational
needs is very apparent in Canada's national parks. National parks policy requires
the Canadian Parks Service to protect the environment while real-life demands
challenge CPS to also meet the diverse recreational needs of a growing
population with increased leisure time. Although the CPS mainly caters to
"wilderness" forms of recreation, there is a diversity of types of recreationists
and the management styles they prefer (Rollins and Rouse 1992).

The purpose

of this thesis is to provide information about the needs of different groups of
recreationists within the recreational resource setting of one Canadian national

park.

3

This chapter continues with a review of recreational resource management
within the Canadian Parks Service (CPS) and concludes by stating the objectives
of this study.

1.1

Recreational Resource Management and Canadian National Parks
The concept of recreational resources emerged as society, especially in

North America, began to place an increasing value on recreation (Wall 1989).
A recreational resource is any man-made or biophysical element in the
environment which is perceived to provide an opportunity to satisfy recreational
wants (Kreutzwiser 1989). For example, a cliff face with an updraft has no
resource value until sought out by hangliders who value the recreational
opportunity it provides. Attention to defining such recreational resources grew
as outdoor recreation boomed in the 1950's, and has continued to grow since
that time.
Recreation has become a major North American industry which is
constantly presenting the public with new ideas and products.

Rivers, for

example, long perceived as resources for anglers, have recently become
recreational resources for a growing number of people, including rafters,
kayakers, jet boaters, windsurfers, scuba divers and weekend inner tubers. There
are now many potentially conflicting uses of the same resource. Similarly, over

the last few decades wilderness and natural areas have been valued resources for

4

many participants in outdoor recreation. Competition with other resource users
for these areas has become fierce, particularly as wild spaces become
increasingly scarce (Hummel 1989).
One way in which society has tried to protect recreational values of
natural areas is through park designation. Provision of recreational opportunities
is, however, just one of the roles that parks fulfil, and there has been a changing
emphasis in the role of parks over time (Dearden and Rollins 1993). Nelson

(1993) identified at least twelve different functions and Eagles (1993) lists six
ecological functions fulfilled by parks and other protected areas.

However,

most park mandates focus on some combination of recreational use and
conservation of the natural environment. In Canada, parks at the municipal,
provincial and national levels emphasize different proportions of these two
elements. Currently, municipal parks tend to emphasize recreational use;
provincial parks try to balance the two; and national parks tend to emphasize the
.j

conservation of significant natural areas. This emphasis on protection in the
national parks was not always present. Early motivations for designating
national parks focused more on the development of tourism markets and the
exploitation of Canada's scenic natural features (Bella 1987, McNamee 1993).
McNamee (1993) described the evolution of the Canadian national parks
system beginning in 1885 with the establishment of Banff hot springs reserve,
Canada's first national park. Throughout the history of Canada's parks, the

5
critical role of politicians and conservationists has been evident. The first
national parks were created in western Canada as part of Prime Minister John A.
MacDonald's policy of national economic development. Multiple-use parks
contributed to the nation's economy by producing profits from tourism and
controlled natural resource extraction. J.B. Harkin, the first commissioner of the
Dominion Parks Branch, greatly influenced the history of Canada's national
parks. He was responsible for increasing the number of parks from five to
sixteen, creating parks in eastern Canada as well as western Canada and
prohibiting resource extraction activities (McNamee 1993). His beliefs, that
people required parks as a refuge in which to rejuvenate by experiencing nature
and beauty, and that Canadians had a responsibility to future generations to set
aside wildlands before civilization invaded them, were included in the wording
of the National Parks Act passed in 1930 and are reflected in today' s parks
policy. However, in order to gain support for the establishment of these new
parks, Harkin also promoted the value of parks in attracting tourism and
supported the development of recreational facilities, including living
accommodation, roads for automobiles, and trails allowing easier access to
natural attractions (McNamee 1993). In developing the recreational potential of
national parks, Harkin unintentionally sowed the frrst seeds of the eventual
deterioration of the lands he wished to preserve. Harkin resigned in 1936.

6
Only two new parks were established between 1936 and the appointment
of the Hon. Jean Chretien to the National Parks portfolio in 1968. Chretien was
influential in the establishment of a natural regions system plan which would
guide park expansion activities to include representation of each of 39 natural
regions within the national parks system and was responsible for the
establishment of ten new parks which included the flrst national parks in
northern Canada (McNamee 1993). However, Chretien's plans to complete the
national park system by 1985 were slowed by local opposition to federal
proposals for new parks. This opposition was mostly due to the government
policy to expropriate lands within the proposed boundaries. During the
negotiations surrounding the establishment of Gros Mome National Park
Reserve in Newfoundland, the Canadian government modified its approach in
dealing with local people. In this instance, local residents were allowed to live
in community enclaves within the park area but outside of the park boundaries
and were permitted to continue to cut firewood and snare rabbits for domestic
use within the park. Resistance by local communities to the establishment of
new national parks raised awareness regarding the social impact of park
designation on local residents (Keough 1989) and brought about changes to
national parks policy. These changes include: allowing local traditional use of
resources, providing bilingual staffing, not expropriating private lands, ensuring
local support for the proposed park. In the case of aboriginal resistance, the

7
National Parks Act was amended to permit native people to hunt, trap and fish
in northern national park reserves until such time as aboriginal land-claims were
settled (Berg et al. '1993, McNamee 1993).
Public support for parks led by non-governmental organizations (NGO),
such as the National and Provincial Parks Association of Canada (now the
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society), and the resulting pressure on
government have also been strongly influential in shaping the history of
Canada's parks system (Dearden and Berg 1993). The recent growth in public
awareness of issues concerning environmental degradation and the increased
popularity of concepts like 'sustainable development' has created the current
trend emphasizing the importance of parks as basic elements in regional
conservation and development strategies (Nelson 1991).

1.2

Park Management
Eidsvik ( 1985) illustrates the evolution of park management concerns over

time (see Figure 1.1). Early concerns focused on the establishment and
protection of park boundaries which were created to protect natural features,
such as the Banff hot springs, from private development. Managers focused on
protecting the park lands within the boundaries and wildlife from extra-park
influences such as poachers. However, after World War II, extra-park

influences of another kind began to have an affect on park management.

8
The circles represent the growing size of the protected-area system over time.
Boundaries (circle circumferences) were initially of little importance, but
assumed greater significance in the protection and management phases. It is
now realized that park management (arrows) to be effective must also pay
equal attention to environmental changes outside park boundaries.

Scientific and Management Complexity

~----····---~
....._ Management Concern
_,... Penetration by
extra-park influences

:

Management

Integrated
Management

...

•,
:

.

---~

1850
1!!72

1st National
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Yellowstone

1976

IKR5

lst National
Park
(Canada) 1911/1916
Banff
1st Park
Services
Canada/u~

Figure 1.1

I st Biosphere
Reserve

Source: Eidsvik 1985

The Evolving Role of Parks: From Isolation to Integration

In the 1960's managers began to realize that demands for recreation were
causing problems. The emphasis then became how best to handle large numbers
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of visitors, and techniques such as internal park zoning originated.

In Canadian

national parks, areas were designated one of five types of zone depending on the
sensitivity of the environment to visitor impacts. These zones ranged from Zone
1- Special preservation for unique or endangered features where access is strictly
controlled to Zone 5- Park Services where visitor services and facilities are
provided. Within Zone 5, park management focused on providing and
maintaining visitor facilities (Parks Canada 1983). The zoning technique was
relatively successful in protecting natural features from indiscriminate visitor
use. However, zoning within park boundaries was limited to dealing with
internal threats, and, because the emphasis was on regulating visitors, it was also
limited in promoting visitor understanding, appreciation and enjoyment (Rollins
1993, Graham et al. 1987).
By 1976, when the first Biosphere Reserve was established, park
managers had recognized that parks had become

II ••

.islands in a sea of change.

II

(Dearden 1991) and that management concerns extended beyond parks'
boundaries to include external threats such as water and air pollution and the
poaching of animals whose ranges went beyond park boundaries (Rollins 1993).
Park management models have evolved to what is currently termed the
integrative or ecosystem management approach. This model recognizes a need
to establish strategies for both global and local levels in order to preserve
special areas and to maintain sustainable development (Dearden 1999.
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Although there is no clear definition of what is meant by ecological
integrity, in fact there is considerable discussion in the scientific literature on
this topic (e.g., Woodley 1993 and Grumbine 1994).. the concept of ecological
integrity was identified in the 1988 amendment to the Canadian National Parks
Act. The National Parks Act specifically makes ecological integrity the primary
objective of national parks and requires that park management plans be
reviewed every 5 years (Parks Canada 1994, Rollins 1993, Nelson 1991).
In early 1994 a new policy document was published. The major
difference between it and the previous policy was the articulation of ten guiding
principles. This new policy with its principles was important in fleshing out the
national parks legislation in terms of the designation and management of
national parks.
The recently published Parks policy states,
Ensuring commemorative integrity and protecting ecological
integrity are always paramount values in applying these
principles as well as the more detailed activity policies (Parks
Canada 1994:16).
The first of the ten guiding principles of the policy specifically recognizes
that,
... these places [parks] are not islands, but are part of larger
ecosystems and cultural landscapes (p.16).
and establishes that

11
Protecting ecological integrity and ensuring commemorative
integrity take precedence in acquiring, managing, and
administering heritage places ... " (p.16).
Recent attempts to meet the goals implied by ecological integrity have
been accompanied by more comprehensive approaches to visitor management
that recognize park managers need to do more than operate park facilities and
enforce regulations in order to successfully fulfil the obligations of the National
Parks Act (Graham et al. 1988). Five of the ten guiding principles setting out
the key elements of the National Parks Policy articulate the ways in which the
Canadian Parks Service will interact with visitors and local communities.
Principle four stresses the importance to the long-term success of the national
parks system in providing services such as outreach education and interpretation
that promotes an understanding and appreciation for park objectives within and
outside of park boundaries (Parks Canada 1994). Principle five recognizes that
"People and the environment are inseparable." and that traditional use of the
environment must be presented as part of the natural history of an area (Parks
Canada 1994: 17). Principle six acknowledges the importance of social science
and local knowledge in supporting management decisions and principle eight
acknowledges the importance of public involvement (Parks Canada 1994).
Most important to the current study is principle seven which states
Opportunities will be provided to visitors that enhance public
understanding, appreciation, enjoyment and protection of the
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national heritage and which are appropriate to the purpose of
each park ... (Parks Canada 1994: 18).
The Parks policy outlines in more detail how visitor use will be managed in
section 4.0 (Parks Canada 1994). Specifically, in section 4.1, it refers to the
Visitor Activity Management Process and defines "appropriate activities" as
those
... which promote the appreciation of a park's purpose and
objectives, which respect the integrity of the ecosystem, and
which call for a minimum of built facilities ... " (Parks Canada
1994:37).
The policy discusses interpretation and public education in section 4.2; it
describes the types of visitor services and facilities which will be provided in
section 4.3; and it describes access and visitor accommodation in sections 4.4
and 4.5.
Thus, despite the new emphasis on ecological integrity, considerable
emphasis is still placed on visitor management. However, the attention currently
given to visitor management differs from that previously accorded it. Visitor
management used to emphasize the provision, operation and maintenance of
facilities, but the current emphasis is on providing visitors with diverse
opportunities for experiencing the park which minimize the provision of
facilities within the park. For example, the new policy specifically prohibits the
construction of new golf and ski facilities as they are not considered appropriate
in a national park (Parks Canada 1994). Several frameworks have been
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developed over the recent past to help guide more sophisticated management in
wilderness areas. The next section reviews four of the most commonly used
frameworks and indicates their relative areas of strength.

1.3

Visitor Management and Parks
The issue of visitor management in parks emerged as a major concern

when the number of visitors rapidly increased in the 1960s and began to have
an impact on the natural environment. Payne and Graham (1993) identified
three management problems associated with increased visitor use. The first
problem is concerned with "sheer popularity" (p.185). Natural places sustain
damage because of the number of people who want to see them; a case of
people loving parks to death (Dearden 1985). A second concern for managers is
encounters between animals and people. Increased numbers of people in parks
plus decreasing habitat outside of parks means an increased likelihood of contact
which is potentially hazardous for both parties. The third problem relates to
conflicts between people.

Research suggests that park visitors have different

motivations and interests which are not always compatible (Bryan 1979, Jacob
and Schreyer 1980, Jackson and Wong 1982, Manning 1986).
Park managers in the 1960's, trained mostly in natural science and wildlife
management, developed the concept of recreational carrying capacity which
extended the idea of carrying capacity used to determine, for example, how
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many animals could graze in an area before the area could no longer support
them (Hendee et al. 1990, Shelby and Heberlein 1986). Similarly, recreational
carrying capacity was concerned with determining how many recreational users
could be accommodated in a particular area before unacceptable degradation
occurred in the physical and the social environment (Hendee et al. 1990,
Manning 1986).
Weaknesses of the concept of recreational carrying capacity include the
implication that there is an actual ideal number of visitors for any particular area
that can be technically assessed and that limiting use to this ideal number by
regulating visitors will solve all visitor management problems. However,
regulation of visitors has not been an entirely satisfactory solution. Many
problems are not so much a problem of numbers (which regulation can control)
but a problem of behavior (Hendee, Stankey and Lucas 1990). Further,
regulation does not effectively deal with handling people who wish to enjoy the
attributes for which the park was established (Payne and Graham 1993).
The focus of visitor management is to understand visitors and the issues
surrounding recreation needs and conflicts and to employ indirect as well as the
more familiar direct management strategies. So, rather than depending too
heavily on regulation (e.g., zoning, rationing use, restricting activities and law
enforcement) as a management tool, managers can try other indirect methods

(e.g., facility design and information dispersal) to attain management objectives.
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This softer approach to management may provide a more satisfactory solution to
visitor management than using regulation alone since people generally oppose
regulation (Anderson and Manfredo 1985). If use restrictions are required for the
protection of a natural area, providing information explaining the direct action
has been found to be more acceptable to visitors (Anderson and Manfredo
1985).
Visitor management issues such as crowding, density, motivation and
satisfaction are more complex than deciding on an ideal number; they involve
value judgements (Hendee et al. 1990, Manning 1986). For example, who
decides how many is too many? Different areas can support different numbers
of people depending on what degree of change is considered acceptable.
However, people often have conflicting ideas about what is acceptable.
The behavioral approach to studying outdoor recreation attempted to
improve understanding of several recreation management issues such as
substitutability, recreation conflict and the link between motives, settings and
activities (Manning 1986). This approach recognizes four levels of demand for
outdoor recreation: the demand for activities, such as wilderness hiking; the
demand for settings in which activities take place, such as rugged terrain with
few people; the demand for experiences derived from the activity and setting,
such as challenge; and finally, the demand for benefits which result from
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satisfying experiences, such as increased self-esteem (Driver and Brown 1978,
Haas et al. 1980, Manning 1986).
Manning ( 1986) described ten principles that emerge from the behavioral
approach to managing outdoor recreation:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

8)

9)
10)

Outdoor recreation management should be considered within a
three-fold framework of concerns: the natural environment, the
social environment, and the management environment.
There is great diversity in public tastes for outdoor recreation.
Diversity is needed in outdoor recreation opportunities.
Explicit objectives are needed to guide management of outdoor
recreation.
Satisfaction of visitors to outdoor recreation areas is a
multifaceted concept.
Outdoor recreation is more appropriately defined in terms of
fulfilling motivations than participation in activities.
Quality in outdoor recreation is the degree to which
opportunities satisfy the motivations for which they are
designed.
Differences in the perceptions of outdoor recreation visitors and
managers require a concerted effort to obtain systematic and
objective information about and from visitors
Outdoor recreation opportunities should be managed for
relatively homogenous groups of visitors.
A variety of practices is available for managing outdoor
recreation (Manning 1986:119-121 emphasis added).

Some common themes which are pertinent to this study include the idea
of diversity and the idea of classifying visitors into homogenous groups. Four
visitor management frameworks have been developed which incorporate these
principles and attempt to aid managers to integrate social science input with
previously existing management plans: the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
(ROS) (Clark and Stankey 1990, Driver 1990); Limits of Acceptable Change
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(LAC) (McCool 1990, Stankey et al. 1985); Visitor Impact Management (VIM)
(Graefe 1990); and the Visitor Activity Management Process (VAMP) (Tayler
1990, Graham 1990). Each will be discussed in turn.

1.3 .1 The ROS Framework
The ROS framework was developed by the U.S. Forest Service to meet
the mandate for outdoor recreation management and integrated resource
management in U.S. national forests. The ROS framework focuses on providing
diverse recreation opportunities by describing a range of recreation settings.
These settings are defined by six manageable factors which may be placed along
a series of continua ranging from modem to primitive (Figure 1.2) (Clark and
Stankey 1979, Hendee et al. 1990, Payne and Graham 1993). By manipulating
these factors, for example closing the only road into an area, the type of activity
and experience available to visitors is changed (Payne and Graham 1993). By
describing areas in terms of these factors a map of opportunity classes is
produced and visitors can choose the area which will provide a satisfying
experience for them. It is essentially a kind of zoning system.
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Figure 1.2

The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum

The ROS framework is rational and holistic. It depends on formal
scientific data to set goals, to select a best alternative for achieving the goal, and
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to monitor the result (Graham 1990). One of its strengths is that it enables
managers to identify a wide range of recreational opportunities. However, its
rational approach does not permit much public input which is desirable and
often required, especially in managing national parks. Although it was
developed to accommodate non-recreational uses such as logging, this
framework has been used by organizations which do not allow resource
extraction. The CPS has used ROS in several national parks (Payne and
Graham 1993).

1.3.2 The LAC Framework
The U.S. Forest Service also developed the Limits of Acceptable Change
(LAC) framework to aid managers to set standards for wilderness areas (Payne
and Graham 1993). LAC was the result of a growing dissatisfaction with the
concept of 'recreational carrying capacity' (McCool 1990).
In contrast to the approach of managing visitors based on how many

visitors, LAC is a nine-step system (Figure 1.3) which allows managers to
identify desired social and resource conditions by using specific measurable
indicators, to take actions to maintain or restore these conditions to a set
standard, and to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of these management
actions over time (Stankey and McCool 1990).
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Source: Hendee, Stankey and Lucas 1990

Figure 1.3

The Limits of Acceptable Change Framework

One strength of LAC is its recognition that management decisions are
value judgements about what constitutes acceptable change in an area given the
reality that any amount of use will have some degree of impact on the physical
and social environment. Another key feature of LAC is its use of transactive
planning which recognizes the importance of input from stakeholders, that is,

anyone who is effected by management decisions, in determining appropriate
conditions. This consensus approach is desirable in terms of public acceptance
of decisions, but requires agencies to share power. This may lead to resistance
by managers in applying LAC and also creates the potential to get bogged down
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in bureaucracy. LAC has been used by the CPS in certain park areas (Krys and
Anderson 1992 in Payne and Graham 1993).

1.3.3 The VIM Framework
The Visitor Impact Management (VIM) framework, like LAC, originated
out of dissatisfaction with recreational carrying capacity. Unlike LAC, it was
developed by the National Parks and Conservation Association, an NGO, in
cooperation with academic researchers. It was designed as a problem-solving
tool to aid managers of parks and protected areas to manage the impact of
visitors on natural areas and on other visitor experiences. In many ways the
eight step VIM process (Figure 1.4) is similar to LAC. However, the early
steps of VIM give more emphasis to agency legislation and policy (Payne and
Graham 1993).
VIM produces an action plan which provides solutions for specific
problems at particular sites. In its application VIM is reactive rather than
proactive. It is not as concerned with understanding the diversity of visitor
needs and preferences and treats visitors as the source of problems (Payne and
Graham 1993).
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Figure 1.4

The Visitor Impact Management Process

1.3.4 The VAMP Framework
The Visitor Activity Management Process (VAMP) framework was

developed by the Canadian Parks Service in response to concerns about the
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effectiveness of visitor services and interpretation (Tayler 1990). Rather than
focusing on opportunities or impacts, VAMP focuses on identifying visitor
activity profiles (Tayler 1990). These profiles link activities with the social and
demographic characteristics of participants, with the activity's setting
requirements, and with trends affecting the activity (Payne and Graham 1993).
One strength of VAMP is that activity profiles allow managers to assess
activities in terms of park policy objectives, that is, are certain activities, such as
competitive skiing, appropriate? Visitor activity profiles also allow managers to
assess activities in terms of the services and facilities that they require and
whether these can best be provided within the national park or elsewhere.
As illustrated in Figure 1.5, VAMP was designed to complement the
existing Natural Resources Management Plan (NRMP)(Graham et al. 1988).
Established in 1978, the NRMP was developed to aid the understanding and
management of natural and cultural resources at a site and continues to fulfil
this function, whereas VAMP contributes social science input into the total park
planning process. Together the NRMP and VAMP contribute to decisions
regarding which proposed parks will be established as national parks (parks
systems planning) and, once established, how park policy will be implemented
(park management planning).
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Figure 1.5 The National Park Planning Process, Showing the Role of VAMP
This study focuses on providing input into VAMP, the framework
currently being implemented by the Canadian Parks Service in Gros Mome

NPR.

1.4

Implementing VAMP at Gros Morne National Park Reserve: The
Service Planning Process
There are four possible management contexts within which VAMP will be

implemented: 1) new park proposals; 2) established parks without park
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management plans; 3) established parks with a park management plan developed
without VAMP input; and 4) established parks with park management plans
developed with VAMP input (Graham, Nilsen and Payne 1988). Gros Morne
National Park Reserve falls into the third category; in 1984 the Gros Morne
NPR Management Plan (without VAMP input) was approved (Canadian Parks
Service 1990).
Gros Morne National Park Reserve was established in 1973 and is situated
along the west coast of Newfoundland between the latitudes 49° 16'30" Nand
40° 58'30" N (Figure 1.6). It represents 1943 square kilometres of the Western
Newfoundland Highlands which includes several different physiographic regions.
Among the distinguishing features which led to Gros Marne's designation
as a Canadian National Park Reserve are: the Tablelands, composed of the
nutrient-poor/ magnesium-rich peridotite which retards plant growth and
produces its dramatic 'moonscape' terrain (Dearden 1979); Western Brook Pond,
Bakers Brook Pond, Ten Mile Pond and Trout River Pond, all spectacular fjords
now cut off from the sea by the emerging coastal plain; and the Long Range
Plateau, an arctic-alpine environment which is the habitat of woodland caribou,
moose, arctic hares and ptarmigan (Environment Canada, Parks Service 1991b).
In recognition of Gros Morne's outstanding natural and cultural features,
the UNESCO World Heritage Convention proclaimed Gros Morne one of ten
Canadian World Heritage Sites in 1987.
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One of the reasons for Gros Morne' s worldwide significance is
its rocks of Precambrian, Cambrian, and Ordovician age and
the evidence that they offer for the theory of Plate
Tectonics ... The decision to include the park in this exclusive
group also took into account Gros Morne' s spectacular glaciercarved ·s cenery, its mix of arctic and boreal plants and animals,
and its 4,500 years of human habitation (Environment Canada
1990:9).
The strategy for implementing VAMP in existing parks is focused on the
development of service plans (Graham et al. 1988). A handbook titled Getting
Started: A Guide to Service Planning (Environment Canada 1987) was produced
in order to assist park managers with this task. This handbook discusses the
importance of visitor segmentation, that is, dividing visitors into homogenous
groups with identifiable patterns of use, needs and expectations (Tayler 1990).
To simplify the process and bring the focus to the individual park level, these
groups were based on the observable "what people do" rather than "why people
come" and were called Visitor Activity Groups (VAG) (Tayler 1990). After
V AGs were identified, the next step in the Service Planning Process was to
develop a profile or "thumbnail sketch" of each VAG, which included
descriptions of the activity, characteristics of the visitors and some idea of the
type of experience sought by the group (Figure 1.7) (Tayler 1990).
During the design stage of this study, Gros Mome NPR was expected to
have its service plan completed by February 1992, prior to the management plan
review scheduled for 1992 (pers. comm. Lome Logan). The Service Planning
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VJSITOR ACTIVID' GROup PROFILE

Visitor Activity Group:

(title)

Qefinjtion:
Activity Description:

(scuinc. timinc. skills and equipment required)

Market Characteristics:
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Benefits and Experience Sought:

pany ,ize and

type)

(scuinc. motivation, ,ryle of wit)

Activity and Service Requirements

(from a visitor's point of view)

Awareness/Extension:
- awareness of existence and benefits of park or site
Pretrip:
- motivation for and information to plan trip
Enroute:
- orientation information
Reception:
- welcoming, orientation to site, information
Park Activities:
1. - heritage presentation
- recreational/educational opportunities
2. - access/transportation
- accommodation/sustenance
- sanitation
- administration/management
- resource protection/public safety
3. - reinfof.Qe'inent
Departure:
- departure iilfbrmation
- evaluation
Trends:
Concerns:

- from a user/activity perspective
- from a management perspective

Management Action to Date:

Source: Tayler 1990

Figure 1.7

The Visitor Activity Group Profile

team at Gros Mome NPR identified several V AGs including one, labelled
'adventurers,' which comprised all park visitors who registered for an overnight
stay in the backcountry. Backcountry areas are defined as those " ... for which
access is by hiking trail, canoe route or other non-motorized means." (pers.
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comm. Doug Kolmer). It is this group of backcountry visitors that is of primary
concern in this research.
The diversity of settings available in the area defined as backcountry in
Gras Marne NPR provides a variety of recreation opportunities. The VAG
'adventurers,' referred to in this study as backcountry visitors, may not be a
homogenous group. This thesis will examine different ways to classify visitors.
In addition this study will contribute socio-economic information which will aid
in identifying VAG profiles and will provide information on the types of
services different groups desire as well as the environmental and management
settings they prefer. The next section discusses one way to segment Gros
Marne NPR visitors into meaningful groups.

1.5

Recreation Specialization
One major use of national parks, usually compatible with park objectives,

is outdoor recreation. Park managers are challenged to provide recreation
opportunities for a variety of visitors which not only supply satisfying
experiences but also are appropriate within the park's setting and consistent with
the protection of park resources.
Outdoor recreationists are not all seeking the same recreation experiences,
even if they are participating in the same activity (Hendee 1974). A recreation
manager, in catering to the 'average visitor,' ignores the needs of important sub-
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groups of recreationists (Jacob and Schreyer 1980) which are sometimes not
easily identified.
Bryan (1979) proposed the concept of 'recreation specialization' as a way
to divide outdoor recreationists into sub-groups based on their special interest in
an activity. He defines recreational specialization as
... a continuum of behavior from the general to the particular,
reflected by equipment and skills used in the sport and activity
setting preferences. (Bryan 1979:29).
Specialization indices which place recreationists along recreation specialization
continua have been used with some success in examining outdoor recreationists
in protected areas within the United States (e.g., Kauffman and Graefe 1984;
Graefe et al. 1985) and Canada (Grimm 1987). This concept of recreational
specialization appears to offer promise for managers of national parks. Several
studies have adopted recreation specialization as a meaningful way to group
recreationists (Roggenbuck et al. 1980; Graefe 1980; Wellman et al. 1982;
Kauffman and Graefe 1984; Williams and Huffman 1985; Graefe et al. 1985;
Donnelly et al. 1986; Graefe and Kauffman 1987; Grimm 1987; Virden and
Schreyer 1988). Most of these studies investigate the relationship of
specialization to management concerns (e.g., depreciative behavior, perceived
crowding) while some test the internal consistency of specialization by
examining the relationships between different components of specialization (e.g.,
Kauffman and Graefe 1_984; Virden and Schreyer 1988).
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1.5 .1 Applications: The Specialization Index
Bryan's ( 1977) original work employed participant observation and
informal interviews as the means of obtaining data on trout fishermen in order
to arrange them along a continuum of experience and commitment to the sport.
This method, based on years of participant observation and personal experience
with trout fishing, yielded a logical framework but was not an efficient means of
applying the concept because of the time and person-hours involved. In
response, Wellman et al. ( 1982) introduced the idea of a specialization index as
a cost-effective tool for measuring levels of specialization among recreationists.
This specialization index was created by examining recreationists' responses to
questionnaire items aimed at determining their levels of experience, investment
and involvement in canoeing. Specialization scores were determined by
summing standardized scores across variables thought to represent these
'dimensions' of specialization.
Following Wellman et al. (1982) other researchers produced specialization
indices based on similar dimensions using indicators modified to suit the
particular recreation activity under study. For example, Donnelly et al. ( 1986)
used number of days boating as one indicator of specialization in boating-related
activities and Virden and Schreyer (1988) used number of hiking trips taken
over the past year in their study of hiking specialization.
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Previous studies in which specialization indices were calculated, share a
number of common features (Table 1.1). They all examined similar
'dimensions' of activity specialization such as were described by Bryan (1979),
namely, some measure of experience or participation; some measure of financial
investment or economic commitment; and some measure of personal
involvement. These dimensions comprised selected indicators, specific to the
activity being investigated, in the form of questionnaire items. Responses to
individual items are assigned values so that they can be summed to form the
final measure of specialization.
The main differences among previous studies on recreational specialization
were the specific activities being investigated and the details of the method for
calculating final specialization scores. The distinguishing features of these
methods include: 1) the method of selecting and retaining variables to form the
index; 2) the method of standardizing or assigning value to each variable which
makes up the index; and 3) how specialization scores, once calculated, are
grouped for purposes of analysis, and whether any scores are excluded (see
Table 1.1).

Table 1.1

Summary of Previous Specialization Research

Virden and
Schreyer
(1988)

Hiking
(U.S.)

- General experience
- Recent experience
- Equip. & econ. comm.
- Centrality to lifestyle

Reliability
Analysis

11 from 13

Convert to Z-score

N/A

N/A

Grimm
(1987)

River-rafting
(Canada)

- Experience
- Involvement
- Investment

Pearson's
Corr.

9 from 20

Divide by max.
score

Quartiles
(highest &
lowest)

24.6%
0% (excluded)
24.8%

Williams and
Huffman
(1985)

Back-packing
(U.S.)

- Backpacking experience
- Climbing experience
- Involvement

Factor
Analysis

10 from 13

Divide by Stand.
Dev.

N/A

N/A

Donnelly et a/.
(1986)

Boating (Sail &
Motor) (U.S.)

- Participation
- Skill
-Equipment
- Boating related interests

NIA

8 from 8

Assign High &
Low Value &
Cross tab

21%
43%
36%

Kauffman &
Graefe
(1984)

Canoeing
(U.S.)

- Skill
- Participation
-Equipment
- Centrality of lifestyles

N/A

8 from 8

Assign to two
categories &
Cross tab

33.2%
32.6%
34.2%

Wellman,
eta/. (1982)

Canoeing
(U.S.)

- Canoeing investment
- Past experience
- Centrality

Pearson's
Corr.

10 from 20

Divide by
maximum value

Graefe, et al.
(1985)

Hiking
(U.S.)

- Perceived hiking skill
- Years of prior hiking experience
- Number of hiking trips per year

N/A

3 from 3

Assign to three
categories based on
intuitive breakpoints

Graefe &
Kauffman
(1987)
(abstract)

Canoeing &
climbing
(U.S.)

- Participation
-Skill
- Centrality to lifestyle
(two surveys used)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Quartiles
(highest &
lowest)

n=l01
n=100
23%
59%
18%

N/A

N/A

V)

w
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1.5.2 Problems Encountered
Two major problems have been identified in creating specialization
indices:
i) the selection of appropriate indicators (e.g., Donnelly
et al. 1986); and
ii) a lack of comprehensiveness (e.g., Williams and
Huffman 1985).
In the first case, because a number of different criteria influence an
individual's level of specialization, it is difficult to select the indicators which
are most important in defining specialization along a continuum and across
different activities (Donnelly et al. 1986). As they are currently measured, the
indicators of specialization are assumed to be the same for an activity group,
such as river rafters (e.g., Grimm 1987), which may not be the case when
examining a broadly defined activity group such as backcountry users (Williams
and Huffman 1985). Backcountry users may include hikers, campers,
birdwatchers, cross-country skiers, skidooers, canoers and rock climbers. Certain
indicators may be more important than others for differentiating people along a
specialization continuum and across different activities (Donnelly et al. 1986).
For example, if one compares specialization levels between activities it
can be seen that some activities are more equipment dependent than others.
Wellman et al. (1982:329) found that
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... simply knowing what equipment the canoeist owned
would have provided nearly as much information as
contained in the ten variables [they] indexed.
However, equipment ownership may be less appropriate as an indicator for
visitor activity groups such as 'adventurers.'
To date, the development of specialization indices has followed a format
which divides recreation into 'dimensions' of specialization which comprise a
number of indicators. These indicators are generally questionnaire items
specific to a predefined, and usually narrowly based activity, such as riverrafting (e.g., what types of craft do you own?). If one set of indicators (e.g.,
canoe ownership) is required to measure one activity group and another set of
indicators (e.g., number of hiking trips taken) is required to measure another
activity group this leads to two difficulties: 1) producing and distributing
multiple survey instruments (e.g., Graefe and Kauffman 1987), and
2) comparing specialization scores between activities or sub-activities. Though
similar methods of measurement have been used in past studies, there is no
standard measure of specialization, and although some form of 'specialization
index' appears to be the most common means of obtaining a measure of
specialization, a generally accepted method for measuring specialization or for
developing specialization indices has not yet been devised (Grimm 1987,
Schreyer and Beaulieu 1986). There is a need for indicators which can address
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common dimensions across and between activities and for a standard method
which permits better comparison between studies.
The second major problem encountered with specialization indices is lack
of comprehensiveness. A limitation of the index approach is that the degree of
recreation specialization is defined relative to one particular activity rather than
to outdoor recreation generally (Williams and Huffman 1985). Past research
using the index approach has tended to address only the activity component of
specialization. The dimensions commonly used in producing specialization
indices include experience with the activity, equipment and economic
commitment to the activity, and importance of the activity to the respondent's
lifestyle (Virden and Schreyer 1988). According to Williams (1985), recreation
is not a behavior, but an end state; the recreation experience is shaped by the
basic elements of activities, settings, and companions.
Wellman et al. ( 1982) suggested that one reason for the lack of conclusive
results in their study of canoeing specialization was that they neglected a
'resource-specificity' component. Their research concentrated on involvement in
canoeing but neglected to incorporate a measure of the type of resource and
social settings sought by recreationists. Williams ( 1989), as cited in Schreyer
(1990:98),
... suggests that people tend to specialize on various

elements of the environment depending on their desired
experience. This may represent a focus on the setting
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itself, on the setting as a place to carry out a desired
activity, or a place to share a social experience with
others.
In a prior article, Williams (1985:33) had suggested that an alternative approach
to Bryan's concept,
... which may apply across activity types, is to expand the
notion of activity specialization to include all of the
recreation choice elements.
Virden and Schreyer ( 1988) attempted to include these elements in their
investigation of the relationship of the degree of hiking specialization to types of
preferences recreationists hold for different setting attributes. They found a
relationship between the degree of hiking specialization and preferences for
selected physical (e.g., rugged terrain), social (e.g., small parties) and managerial
(e.g., required permits) site attributes. Generally, however, setting has not been
incorporated in measures of specialization.
In summary, the strengths of the specialization index approach to

segmenting national park visitor groups are its intuitive appeal as a way of
classing visitors, since it is easily understood and uses observable criteria; and
its demonstrated success in dividing visitors into meaningful groups, which
lends itself to management applications, such as zoning for specific visitor group
desires. The weaknesses to this approach are its current lack of a standard
methodology, which limits the comparability of results from different studies; its
need for more generic indicators, which can be used to assess and compare
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different activities or sub-activities; and its questionable ability to meaningfully
segment recreationists if it addresses only the activity component of recreation
while neglecting setting and companions as equally important components of
recreation.

1.6

Statement of Problem and Research Objectives
This thesis describes the use of a specialization index to provide park

management with information about one group of visitors defined by their use
of the backcountry. The assumption that all backcountry users (or adventurers)
are seeking a similar recreational experience, or are even participating in the
same activity, may be erroneous and further differentiation may be useful. The
data gathered from this study provide a basis for confmning or correcting
assumptions about a park visitor group which is assumed to be homogenous.
The objectives of this research are:
1)

to construct a specialization index using generic indicators and assess
the relative degree of specialization of different visitor groups

2)

to test the relationship between specialization and environmental
attributes

3)

to test the relationship between specialization and support for
management strategies

4)

to provide a description of frontcountry and backcountry users
for use in the implementation of the Visitor Activity
Management Process in Gros Mome National Park Reserve.
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Several hypotheses were constructed relevant to these objectives. These will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

1.7

Significance of Current Study
There is little information available regarding the interests and activities of

visitors to the backcountry of Gros Morne National Park Reserve. Lack of
knowledge regarding visitor expectations and their desires for recreation
opportunities reduces the likelihood that they will be met effectively and that
multiple, and possibly conflicting, requirements will be recognized and acted
upon. A measure of levels of specialization among park user groups will enable
park managers to identify homogenous user groups. They can then use this data
to
... match levels of service with target markets and
downscale, retrofit or develop the appropriate levels of
information and services to match [these] user
groups ... (Graham et al. 1987:160).
To date, most research has taken place in the United States. This study
will add to the research base on recreational specialization in Canada. Grimm's
( 1987) study, undertaken in the northern Canadian setting of Nahanni National
Park Reserve, examined river-rafting, a specific water-based activity. This
thesis will instead focus on backcountry use, a more regionally defined and less
focused activity which takes place on land, in the more southern Gros Morne
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National Park. This research will investigate the applicability of using generic
indicators to create a specialization index which can measure specialization
across the quite different sub-activities within the activity labelled backcountry
use. It will examine relationships between visitor groups and their preferences
for environmental attributes and support for management strategies. Further, it
will provide a broad activity profile of the backcountry visitor for use in VAMP.

2.0

RESEARCH DESIGN
The problem addressed by this research is to find a way to meaningfully

classify visitors to Gros Morne NPR into relatively homogenous groups for the
purpose of visitor management. One way of dividing visitors is by assigning
them a recreational specialization score which is derived from responses to
selected questionnaire items. Other ways to divide visitors is by their choice of
recreation setting or by their choice of activity within the setting.
This research is an observational study with no experimental
manipulations. It generally follows methods used in prior studies looking at
recreational specialization (e.g., Virden and Schreyer 1988, Grimm 1987,
Wellman et al. 1982). Following Virden and Schreyer (1988), comparisons
between visitor groups and their preferences for environmental attributes and
support for management strategies were made.
The population of interest, backcountry visitors, was surveyed using a
mailed questionnaire. Frontcountry visitors, represented by a sample of Green
Point visitors, act as a contrast group for the data analysis and were surveyed
with a hand delivered questionnaire.

2.1

Study Area: Gros Morne National Park Reserve
Gros Morne NPR presented an excellent opportunity to study recreational

specialization as one means of visitor segmentation within the context of a
national park. It is an excellent research site for the following reasons: 1) it has
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about visitor characteristics and current activity patterns as well as some idea
about their expectations and requirements for a satisfactory experience.
Recent surveys of Gros Morne's campground visitors have provided
information about visitors to frontcountry areas and their satisfaction with park
facilities (Environment Canada 1989a, 1989b, 1987, 1986). This group makes
up the majority of visitors to Gros Mome: the ratio of frontcountry to
backcountry visitor is approximately 8:1 (pers. comm. Doug Kolmer). However
data about Gros Morne's backcountry visitors, a smaller but important group,
has been limited to what can be gleaned from their registration permits (see
section 2.3.1).
For the purposes of this study, Gros Morne NPR was divided into two
major study areas, the backcountry and the frontcountry. The primary area of
interest was the backcountry; however, a sample of frontcountry visitors with
whom comparisons to backcountry visitors could be made was represented by
visitors to Green Point campground. More detailed descriptions of these study
sites follow.

2.1.1 The 'Backcountrv' Study Site
The backcountry differs from the rest of the park both in its physical
attributes and management regimes. Gros Morne has been divided into four
park management zones. For the purpose of this study, backcountry _areas were
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defined to include all the areas in Zone 2 (Wilderness Zone) as well as all
primitive campsites located in Zone 3 (Recreational Zone) (Figure 2.1). This
definition conforms to the concept of backcountry being rugged, undeveloped,
and not road accessible (Hendee, Stankey and Lucas 1990), but allows a
distinction to be made between two slightly different park management
strategies.
Zone 2 backcountry is managed as a 'wilderness' environment which
means limited, if any, development of facilities and no marked trails. Map and
compass skills are required to traverse any of the suggested routes. These
routes, the North Rim, Long Range, Lookout Hills and Tablelands hiking routes,
go through arctic-alpine tundra, tuckamore, loose peridotite boulders, and boggy
heaths and provide some of the landscape viewpoints which have made Gros
Morne world famous.
Zone 3 backcountry contains seven primitive campsites which provide
limited facilities (pit privies, and picnic tables) located along easily identifiable
and maintained trails. These trails, Green Gardens, Stanleyville, James
Calaghan, Stag Brook and Snug Harbour, travel through various
terrains,including coastal meadows, scree slopes, and boglands.
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2.1.2 The 'Frontco.1ntry' Study Site
The remaining park area, designated frontcountry, includes all the park
areas which have been developed for use by visitors. Most of this area, within
the physiographic regions of the Coastal Plain and Piedmont Moraines, is
relatively flat and is accessed by highways 430 and 431 (Figure 2.1). Gros
Morne' s present development of frontcountry facilities include:
1)

five vehicle-accessible and fully or semi-serviced campgrounds
comprising 287 sites;

2)

sixteen developed hiking trails ranging in difficulty from easy to
strenuous and in distance travelled from 1 to 16 kilometres return;

3)

six roadside interpretive exhibits;

4)

ten scenic lookouts and several day use areas;

5)

a Visitor Reception Center;

6)

an indoor swimming pool;

7)

three warden stations; and

8)

an administrative building (Environment Canada 1990; Environment
Canada 1991b).

The park is also serviced by several enclave communities where bed and
breakfast accommodations, hotels, restaurants and shops are available to park
visitors. Private enterprises such as the Western Brook Pond Boat Tour and
Trout River Pond Boat Tour also provide services within the park.
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There were several possible choices for frontcountry study sites including:
Shallow Bay, Berry Hill, Lomond, Trout River and Green Point (see
Figure 2.1 ). Differences between these frontcountry sites include number
of sites and types of facilities provided (see Table 2.1 ).

Table 2.1

Number of Sites and Facilities Provided

Berry Hill

Shallow Bay

Lomond

156

50

25

Foot Access

6

3

4

Hot Water

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

$11.25

$8.75

Facilities
Camp Sites

Showers
Flush Toilets
Dumping Station
Playground
Fireplaces
Kitchen Shelter
Fee/night

Trout
River

Green
Point

33

18

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*

$8.25

$7.25

$7.25

Source: pers. comm. Doug Kolmer

Green Point campground was selected as an appropriate study site for four
reasons: 1) it was considered to serve visitors 'typical' of the park's largest
campground (it provides the overflow for Berry Hill) and could thus provide a
reasonably representative sample of the majority of Gros Mome's campground
users (pers. comm. Lome Logan); 2) its relatively small size enabled one person
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to survey visitors over the entire site; 3) it had not previously been surveyed,
thus response burden to repeat park visitors was limited; and 4) information
collected would be new and valuable to the Park Service.
Green Point's similarities to other sites include: its road accessibility (all
sites); its nearness to the ocean (Shallow Bay, Lomond); its limited facilities
(Lomond walk-in and Trout River); and its centrality (Berry Hill). However,
there is no data to support the idea that Green Point visitors are the same as
visitors to the other frontcountry sites. Therefore, results obtained from the
sample at Green Point cannot be generalized to all frontcountry visitors within
Gros Mome or to frontcountry visitors at other national parks.

2.2

Study Population
Two different approaches to sampling were used in this study. The

estimated backcountry population for 1990 was relatively small, about 700,
hence an attempt was made to survey the entire backcountry population. Unlike
many non-park settings, Gros Mome NPR's park permit requirement funnels the
entire backcountry population through a registration process. Thus it was
possible to contact each individual going into the backcountry and ask them to
participate in the study.
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As a comparative group, a sample of frontcountry users was selected and
Green Point campground was chosen as the sample site. An attempt was made
to survey all campers during a specified time frame within the peak season.

2.2.1 Backcountry Sample
The target population for this study consisted of all individuals, aged
sixteen and over, who registered for permits to travel overnight in the
backcountry of Gras Marne National Park during the 1990 season. Park
personnel were asked to collect names and addresses for each individual
registered into the backcountry. The effort to contact every individual registered
was made in order to eliminate the bias which has been suspected in previous
surveys of this nature when only group leaders were contacted (Manning 1986).
Of the 650 persons who registered for overnight stays in the backcountry,
addresses for 507 individuals (78%) were obtained. The discrepancy between
these numbers may be accounted for in several ways. Park attendants were not
equally consistent in requesting the completion of consent forms, particularly
when visitors registered at stations other than the main Visitor Reception Center.
Some registered individuals were younger than the defined population age of
sixteen years, and some names and addresses on completed consent forms were
illegible.
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2.2.2 Green Point Sample
The target population for this study consisted of all individuals, aged
sixteen or over, who camped overnight at Green Point campground during the
periods July 24th to 30th and August 4th to 8th. 1 These dates represent the
peak periods for campground occupation and provided the best opportunity to
obtain a good sample size.

2.3

Data Collection
Approval for this research project was required at the federal, regional and

local park levels before data collection could proceed. A Planning Report
outlining the objectives and proposed methods of the study, presented to
Environment Canada and the Canadian Parks Service was approved in the
spring of 1990.
To work within the jurisdiction of a federal park both facilitates and limits
research efforts. Facilities, information, personnel and funding are often
available to assist the research project. However, federal departments and
agencies are subject to governmental bureaucracy, such as requiring translations
of all research associated documents into both official languages; and specific
legislations, such as the Access to Information and Privacy Acts (1983), which

1

During the sample period only 17 of the 18 sites were available since Site #16 was
the research camp.
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impose limitations on research projects. For example, in order to uphold the
Privacy Act, address lists of past registrants were not to be made available for
use as a survey mailing list. In addition, rather than presenting backcountry
visitors a survey form as they registered, the researcher had to obtain permission
through a visitor-completed consent form prior to contacting backcountry
registrants. This type of procedure, though required by federal law, limits the
number of people who are contacted and slows down the process of data
gathering. It is also possible that this process affects the response rate (see
section 2.3.2.2).

2.3.1 Past Park Permit Data
As a safety precaution, persons wishing to stay overnight in the
backcountry are required to register with park personnel, at no charge, for a
permit. The information provided by these permits includes:
1) date and time of trip
2) date and time of return
3) name of party leader
4) car license number
5) number in party
6) home address and phone number
7) local address and phone number
8) intended route and destinations.
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Statistical records of permit data for the years 1987, 1988, 1989 (prior to
this study) and 1990 (during this study) were provided by the Atlantic Regional
Socio-economic Office and included frequency tables for the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

number of parties per month
length of stays in nights (by party)
number in party
origin of party leader
destination site chosen.

Information from 1987-1989 was used to predict the backcountry
population for the 1990 study period. The 1990 records were used to check for
the possibility of systematic differences between respondents and nonrespondents. For example, if the proportions of respondents from the U.S.
closely matches the proportion of permit holders from the U.S. it may be
assumed that visitors from the U.S. were not biased against responding and that
American opinions were not under represented.

2.3.2 The Survey Instrument
Several methods of surveying park and backcountry users were considered
including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

on-site personal interviews (Bryan 1979, Graefe et al. 1985);
hand-out/hand-back questionnaire (Mcintyre and Pigram 1992);
hand-out/mail-back questionnaire (Williams and Huffman 1985);
mail-out/mail-back questionnaire (Wellman et al. 1982, Kauffman and
Graefe 1984, Virden and Schreyer 1988);
participant observation (Bryan 1979).
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The questionnaire format (options 2,3 and 4) was chosen over the
interview and participant observation as the most time- and cost-effective means
of acquiring information about Gros Morne visitors without unduly interrupting
their recreational experience. The specific methods used were the mail-out/mailback questionnaire (option 4) for the larger backcountry population and the
hand-out/hand-back (option 2) questionnaire for the smaller Green Point survey
group.

2.3.2.1 Questionnaire Design
Two versions of the questionnaire were generated and were available in
both of Canada's official languages; English and French (Appendix A). The
wording of many of the items was based on items from other recreation studies
(Grimm 1987, Virden and Schreyer 1988) and on questionnaires used by
Environment Canada Parks. Draft versions of the questionnaire were presented
to Environment Canada Parks (Socio-economic Branch, Atlantic Region) and to
Statistics Canada. Among the items of most concern to Statistics Canada were
those questions addressing personal information such as income. After some
minor revisions, the questionnaire was approved by both government agencies.
The primary questionnaire was designed specifically to address the
'Backcountry Visitor.' The questionnaire version presented to the Green Point
campers was essentially the same but the wording in the cover letter .and
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introductory paragraphs was modified to address the more general 'Gras Marne
Visitor.'
The questionnaire is divided into four sections (see Appendix A). The
first section is designed to classify respondents based on activity specialization
index items and to elicit recreation setting attribute preferences which may be
used as an environmental dimension to the specialization index. Responses to
setting attribute items are based on a 5-point, Likert type scale ranging from 1)
not at all important to 5) extremely important. The second section lists several
common management strategies for protected areas and asks respondents to
identify their level of support or opposition for each strategy. Section three is
designed to obtain information about the respondents' experience specific to
their most recent Gras Marne trip and the final section contains sociodemographic items.

The questionnaire concludes with an open question

designed to elicit comments about visitors' experiences in Gras Marne National
Park.

2.3.2.2 Backcountrv Questionnaire Distribution and Response Rate
Although a hand-out/mail-back questionnaire might have provided a higher
response rate (c.f., Williams and Huffman 1985) at a lower cost, this approach
was not approved by Environment Canada Parks because of certain legal
requirements (see Section 2.3) and difficulties involved with staff handling
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surveys in addition to their regular duties. Environment Canada Parks instead
helped to fund the more costly mail-out/mail-back questionnaire.
The park staff collected completed consent forms (Appendix B) which
also indicated the language preference of the respondent. These consent forms
were compiled into a mailing list for 507 individuals, 22 (4%) of whom
requested questionnaires in the French language. A questionnaire package in the
preferred language was sent to the homes of the backcountry users for
participants to complete upon returning from their Gras Marne trip. This
package included the questionnaire with a cover letter explaining the project and
the importance of each visitor's response (Appendix A), and a postage-paid
return envelope (Dillman 1978). A follow-up postcard (Appendix C) was sent
approximately three weeks after the initial mailing in an attempt to maximize
the response rate (Dillman 1978). The postcard thanked those who had already
responded and a tear-away return postcard provided the opportunity to request
additional or replacement questionnaires.
Of the 507 questionnaires mailed out, four were returned as undeliverable.
Two-hundred and seventy-two questionnaires were eventually returned but six
were returned after the cut-off date for a total of 266 usable questionnaires (a
response rate of 53%). This represents forty-one percent of actual visitors. This
is a rather low response rate compared to other studies of similar groups of
visitors. Traditionally, outdoor recreation studies have obtained very high
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response rates from participants in wilderness-related activities (Lucas and
Oltman 1971). For example, response rates of 73% (Wellman et al. 1982) and
69% to 78% (Kauffman and Graefe 1984, Grimm 1987) have been obtained in
studies of river users. Rates of 68% (Virden and Schreyer 1988) and 82% to
91 o/o (Lucas 1985) have been obtained in surveys of wilderness hikers. Surveys
of winter campers have yielded rates of 75% (Hammitt et al. 1985).

2.3.2.3 Green Point Questionnaire Distribution and Response Rate
A hand-out/hand-back questionnaire was used to survey Green Point
campers. This approach reduced the costs associated with a mailed
questionnaire, and it was anticipated that personally requesting the respondent's
participation would produce a higher response rate.
Arrangements were made with the Park Service for the researcher to camp
at Green Point campground during the peak visitor months of July and August
in order to obtain on-site information and acquire a sense of the Gros Mome
experience. The main purpose for staying at Green Point was to hand deliver
questionnaires to Green Point campers. Camping at Green Point also provided
the opportunity to interact with a wide variety of park visitors both in the
campground and along numerous trails in the northern section of the park,
accessed by high-way 430 (see Figure 2.1). The southern section of the park,
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accessed by highway 431, was not visited as travelling time from Green Point
was too great.
Of the 110 parties who camped at Green Point during the study period, 12
parties could not be contacted. Nine parties indicated that they were proceeding
to the backcountry and were asked to complete the backcountry survey instead.
A total of 206 individuals were contacted of whom only nine refused to
participate. Of the 197 who agreed to participate in the study, 15 did not return
their questionnaires and 13 returned unusable questionnaires.

A total of 173

usable surveys were returned and analyzed. This gave a response rate of 87%.
This is quite a good response rate though higher rates using a hand-outlhandback survey have been reported (Mcintyre and Pigram 1992).

2.4

Data Analysis
Demographic information, including 1) place of residence, 2) age, 3)

gender, 4) education level, 5) family income level, and 6) occupation, was
collected in order to provide a user profile of backcountry visitors and to make
comparisons between sub-groups.
Respondents were divided into sub-groups based on their choice of setting
and their primary activity within that setting. The variables used to group
respondents were: 1) the one activity which they considered to be their primary
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form of outdoor recreation; and 2) the area of the park in which they indicated
at least one overnight stay.
The next important step was to develop an index of specialization using
generic wording for the indicators. Four dimensions of specialization common
to previous studies were identified: participation, expenditure, skill and
involvement. Rather than word the indicators specific to one activity, such as
river rafting, the indicators were worded so that they could apply to any primary
activity that the respondents identified as their activity. For example, the
participation dimension included the following variables: 1) number of years
participated in primary activity and 2) number of times participated in primary
activity in the past year. The expenditure dimension examined 1) the value of
equipment owned and 2) the amount of expenses related to the primary activity
other than equipment. The skill dimension was measured by 1) respondents'
classification of their skill level and 2) respondents' assessment of their comfort
in the outdoors. The last dimension, involvement, was made up of
1) memberships in clubs related to primary activity; 2) subscriptions to
magazines or newsletters related to primary activity and 3) attendances at
training courses or workshops related to primary activity (Table 2.2).
Following Virden and Schreyer (1988), variables were standardized by
calculating Z-scores for each (M = 0, S.D.= 1). Scores above the mean
received positive scores while those below the mean received negative scores.
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Table 2.2

Summary of Variables in Specialization Index

DIMENSION
Participation

QUESTIONNAIRE
4.
5.

Expenditure

What is value of equipment and clothing
related to PRIMARY activity?2
10. How much spent on other expenditures
related to PRIMARY activity?2

7.
Involvement

Notes:

1
2
3
4
5

How many years participated in
PRIMARY activity?
How many times participated in
PRIMARY activity over past year?

9.

6.

Skill

ITEM1

Rate your skill level for your PRIMARY
activity. 3
Rate yourself as an outdoorsperson. 4

11. List any clubs related to PRIMARY
activity to which you belong. 5
12. List any magazines related to PRIMARY
activity to which you subscribe. 5
13. List any formal training in PRIMARY
activity in last two years. 5

VARIABLE
NAME
YRSPART
TMSPART
EQUIPVAL
EXPEND
SKILL
OUTDOOR
NUMCLUB
NUMMAGS
NUMTRAIN

See Appendix A for actual wording
Measured on 8 category scale from $0 to $80,000 +
Ratings: Novice, Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced, Expert
Rated on a 6 category scale
Recorded as number listed

A specialization score was determined for each respondent by summing these
standard scores. The specialization levels of sub-groups defined by setting
choice and primary activity were analyzed using difference of means tests.
Environmental preferences of different visitor groups were assessed by
examining importance ratings given to seventeen selected attributes
(Section 3.6). Visitor group opinions of various management strategies were
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analyzed by difference of means tests for each of 23 selected options
(Section 3.7).

3.0

RESULTS

3.1

Demographic Description of Visitors to Gros Morne NPR
The following sections describe people who responded to either the

questionnaire version mailed out to visitors registered into the backcountry or
the questionnaire version handed out to visitors to Green Point campground.
Comparisons are made between visitors to Gros Mome NPR and visitors to
Nahanni NPR who participated in river running (Grimm 1987).

3.1.1 Visitor Place of Residence
Backcountry visitor residences differ from Green Point visitor residences
(Table 3.1). A much larger proportion of backcountry visitors lived outside of
Newfoundland. In contrast the largest proportion of visitors to Green Point are
from within the province (Figure 3.1 ).
Backcountry respondents originated from six countries. The majority of
visitors were from Canada (60.2%, n
(34.8%, n

= 159) followed by the United States

= 92), and the European countries of Germany, Denmark, France and

the Netherlands (5.0%, n

= 13).

The Canadian provinces most highly represented were Ontario (20.8%,
n = 55), Nova Scotia (13.6%, n = 36) and Newfoundland (13.3%, n = 35).
Visitors from the New England states (primarily New York and Massachusetts)
constituted 20.4% (n

= 51) of total visitors.
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Table 3.1

Residences of 1990 Visitors to Gras Marne NPR
Country, Province or
State of Residence

Backcountry
Respondents
%
n

Green Point
Respondents
n
%

35
41
19
55
9

13.3
15.5
7.2
20.8
3.4

53
7
8
33
8

31.7
4.2
4.8
19.8
4.7

51
18
10
6
13

20.4
7.2
4.0
2.4
5.0

16
8
8
7
17

9.4
4.7
4.7
4.1
10.2

I

CANADA
Newfoundland
Atlantic Provinces
Quebec
Ontario
Western Provinces
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
New England States
N. Eastern States
S. Eastern States
Western States
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

I

Green Point visitors also originated primarily from Canada (67.1 %,
n = 112). The second largest group was from the U.S. (22.9%, n = 39) and the
remaining 10.2% (n = 17) originated from Great Britain, Switzerland and
Germany. Of the Canadians who visited Green Point, the majority were
residents of Newfoundland (31.7%, (n =53) and Ontario (19.8%, n = 33).
Grimm (1987) found that visitors to Nahanni NPR originated primarily
from Canada (69.%), and the United States (21.2 %) with 9.4% of visitors
visiting from overseas. These proportions are similar to those illustrated in
Table 3.1 although the pattern of visitor home countries is more similar to the
pattern for Green Point than for the backcountry. The larger proportion of
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Americans visiting Gros Morne NPR backcountry, compared to Americans
visiting Nahanni NPR is likely due to the nearness of Gros Morne to the U.S.
Proximity is a factor in visitation as is illustrated in the patterns of provincial
origins. Visitors to Nahanni have a larger representation from Western
provinces (Ontario 25.7%, Alberta 19.5%, and B.C. 10.5%) (Grimm 1987) than
visitors to Gros Morne NPR backcountry (Ontario 20.8%, Atlantic provinces
15.5% and Newfoundland 13.3%). The large proportion of visitors to both
parks from Ontario is an interesting result though probably a product of the
large population of that province.

3.1.2 Visitor Age
There is a significant difference between the ages of backcountry and
Green Point visitors (t(428)

= 7.97, p<.001).

Although the ranges of ages are

similar, the mean age of backcountry visitors (M
than that of Green Point visitors (M

= 33.23 yrs.) is much lower

= 42.64 yrs.).

The ages of Gros Morne backcountry visitors ranged from 16 (the
youngest age invited to participate) to 73 years. Approximately one half of the
visitors fell between the ages of 27 and 37 (51.9%, n
this group (25.4%, n

= 137), with one half of

= 67) between the ages of 27 and 30.

For comparison with previous research, Gros Morne backcountry visitors
were arranged into similar age classes (Table 3.2). The age class with the
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Table 3.2

Age of 1990 Visitors to Gros Morne NPR

Age Groups

Backcountry Respondents

I

%

n

9
101
96
43
9
4
2
2

3.5
38.2
36.2
16.2
3.5
1.5
.8
---

9
31
31
42
24
25
4
6

---

n=264
Mean= 33.3
S.D.= 9.6

Median= 32
Mode= 29
Range= 57

n = 166
Mean= 42.6
S.D.= 14.8

Median= 42
Mode= 44
Range= 60

n
under 20 years
20 to 29 years
30 to 39 years
40 to 49 years
50 to 59 years
60 to 69 years
70 years and over
No Response

,I

Green Point, Respondents

largest representation was the 20 to 29 year age group (38.2%, n
followed closely by the 30 to 39 year age group (36.2%, n

%

5.4
18.6
18.6
25.2
14.4
15.0
2.4

= 101)

= 96).

Green Point respondents ranged in age from 16 to 76. The largest age
class was the 40 to 49 year age group (25.2%, n

= 42), followed by the 30 to 39

and 20 to 29 year age groups, each of which comprised 18.6% (n

= 31) of

respondents.
Visitors to Nahanni NPR ranged in ages from 11 to 75 years (Grimm
1987). The majority (38.1 %) were in the 30 to 39 year age group followed by
the 20 to 29 year age group (20.8%) and the 40 to 49 year age group (20.2%)
(Grimm 1987). Visitors to Gros Marne NPR backcountry are younger and
visitors to Green Point are older than visitors to Nahanni NPR. There is no
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clear explanation for these differences. Perhaps river running in Nahanni NPR
requires more skill and experience (acquired with age) than does hiking and
camping in the backcountry of Gros Marne NPR. It may, however, require
physical stamina that visitors to Green Point, as an older group, lack.

3.1.3 Visitor Gender
The patterns of gender representation in the backcountry and Green Point
were different (chi-square0 )= 7.22, p<.01). Males made up 64.5% (n
and females 35.5% (n
(n

=

171)

= 94) of the backcountry respondents compared to 51.5%

= 86) male and 47.1% (n = 81) female in the Green Point sample.
Grimm (1987) reported 76.7% of Nahanni NPR visitors were male and

23.3% were female. This may be evidence of gender preferences for certain
types of outdoor activities but more comparisons need to be made before that
conclusion is confmned.

3 .1.4 Visitor Education Level
The educational level of backcountry visitors was greater than that of
Green Point visitors (chi-square(3) = 35.12, p<.001). Gros Mome NPR
backcountry visitors are well educated. Approximately sixty-seven percent
(n

= 178) had at least one university degree with the majority of this group

(63.5%, n

= 113) having pursued post graduate study (Table 3.3).

This is very
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Table 3.3

Education Levels of Visitors to Gros Mome NPR

Education Level

Backcountry Respondents
n

Some Elementary
Finished Elementary

I

Green Point Respondents

%

n

0

2

I

%

0
0
6

0
2.3

1
15

16

6.1

21

1.3
.6
9.4
13.2

8

3.0

Finished Technical
School

17

6.4

8
20

5.0
12.6

Some University

39

14.8

26

16.4

Finished University

65

24.6

33

20.8

Postgraduate Study

113

42.8

33

20.8

---

13

---

Some High School
Finished High School
Some Technical School

No Response

2

much higher than the education level of Canadians generally. The 1986 census
shows that of Canadians aged 15 years and older only 3.2% had undertaken
post-graduate studies and only 6.4% had completed a bachelor's degree.
However, these results are consistent with other recreation studies that suggest
participants in outdoor recreation are highly educated (Manning 1986).
Green Point visitors were also well educated when compared to the
general Canadian population, though not to the same degree as backcountry
visitors. Those having completed bachelor's degrees made up 20.8% (n

= 33),

and those going on to do a post-graduate education made up an additional
20.8%, of respondents. However, whereas none of the backcountry users listed
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'elementary' or 'some high school' as their highest level of education,
11.3% (n

= 18) of Green Point respondents listed themselves in the categories

'some elementary school' to 'some high school' education.
The results for Gros Mome NPR backcountry visitors are comparable with
those of Grimm (1987) who reports that the majority of visitors to Nahanni
NPR have completed university (64.3% ).

3 .1.5 Visitor Occupations
Visitors were asked to report their usual occupation (Q. #32,
Appendix A). Following Grimm (1987), these responses were classified using
Statistics Canada's Standard Occupational Classification ( 1980). Backcountry
respondents were categorized into eighteen major occupational groups with the
additional groups of student, retired, and homemaker (Table 3.4). The
occupational groups most highly represented among backcountry users included:
natural sciences, engineering and mathematics (19.3%, n

= 42); teaching and

related occupations (17 .4%, n = 38); and managerial, administrative and related
occupations (12.4%, n = 27). Approximately 15.1% (n = 33) of the visitors
listed themselves as students.
Green Point respondents were divided into seventeen major occupation
groups plus the groups student, retired and homemaker (Table 3.4). The
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Table 3.4

Occupations of 1990 Visitors to Gros Marne NPR

Occupation Title

Backcountry Respondents
n

I

Green Point Respondents
n

%

I

%

33
2

15.1
0.9

13
27

8.4
17.5

4

1.8

12

7.8

Managerial, administrative and
related occupations

27

12.4

14

9.1

Natural sciences, engineering
and mathematics

42

19.3

11

7.1

Social sciences and related fields

13

6.0

7

Religion
Teaching and related occs.

1
38

0.5
17.4

Medicine and health

20

9.2

0
20
7

4.5
0.0
13.0
4.5

Artistic, literary, recreational and
related occupations

11

5.0

3

1.9

Clerical and related occs.

3

1.4

6

3.9

Sales occupations

2

0.9

6

3.9

Service occupations

2

0.9

2

1.3

Farming, horticulture and animal
husbandry

1

0.5

1

0.6

Forestry and logging occs.

0

0.0

2

1.3

Processing occupations

1

0.5

0

0.0

Machining and related occs.

0

0.0

4

2.6

Product fabricating, assembling
and repairing occs.

4

1.8

2

1.3

Construction trades occs.

5

6

3.9

Transport equip. operating

4

Other crafts and equipment
operating occupations

3

2.3
1.8
1.4

8
2

5.2
1.3

Other occupations

1

0.5

1

0.6

18

...

Student
Retired
Homemaker

No response

48*

---

Note: *44 respondents received faulty questionnaires which did not ask occupation.
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majority listed themselves as retired (17.5%, n = 27). The same major
occupational groups listed for backcountry visitors were also most highly
represented among Green Point users, but the highest was teaching and related
occupations (13%, n = 20), followed by managerial, administrative and related
occupations (9.1 %, n = 14), and natural sciences, engineering and mathematics
(7.1%,n=ll).
The representation of managers and administrators in both visitor groups is
roughly equivalent to the proportion of Canadians listed in the census (10.3%).
However, based on 1986 census data, only 4.2% of Canadians were teachers and
only 3.4% were employed in natural sciences, engineering and mathematics.
The proportion of teachers in the backcountry is approximately four times
higher, and the proportion of teachers in Green Point is three times higher than
the census figure. The proportion of natural scientists, engineers and
mathematicians in the backcountry is roughly six times the census figure and the
number for Green Point is twice the census figure. Clearly teachers and natural
scientists, engineers and mathematicians are important visitor groups in both
Gras Marne NPR areas.
The occupational groups most highly represented among visitors to
Nahanni NPR (teaching and related occupations 14.9%, natural sciences,
engineering and mathematics 14.4%, managerial, medicine and health 11.0%,
and administrative and related occupations 10.8%) (Grimm 1987) are similar to
those represented among Gras Marne NPR visitors, with the exception of the
high representation of medicine and health-related occupations represented
among Nahanni NPR visitors.
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3.1.6 Visitor Family Income Levels
The family income levels reported by backcountry visitors was above that
reported by Green Point visitors (chi-square(2 )

= 6.35, p<.05).

Although the income levels for backcountry visitors were fairly evenly
distributed across the eight categories, the majority of family incomes were over
$70,000 (20.0%, n

= 52) which was consistent with the high education levels

and occupations given. The $30,001 to $40,000 category described the second
largest group (17.3%, n = 45), followed by the $10,001 to $20,000 category
(13.1 %, n = 34), which may be partly accounted for by the number of students
who would have high education but not yet have an income in line with their

= 32), $40,001 to $50,000 (11.9%,
to $60,000 (11.5%, n = 30) categories were all very similar

training. The $20,001 to $30,000 (12.3%, n
n

= 31) and $50,001

in size (Table 3.5).
Of the 172 Green Point respondents, a substantial number (n = 39) did not
provide valid responses when asked their family income. The majority of Green
Point respondents (37 .6%, n

= 50) place themselves in the two categories

between $40,001 to $60,000. The over $70,000 category has the second highest
representation (16.5%, n

= 22) (Table 3.5).

The income levels reported by visitors to the backcountry of Gros Mome
NPR are comparable to those reported by visitors to Nahanni NPR ($30,00 1$40,000 23.4%, and over $50,000 21.8%) (Grimm 1987). Visitors to Nahanni
NPR and both sites in Gros Mome NPR distributed themselves fairly evenly
across the income categories so no clear patterns of income were demonstrated.
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Table 3.5

Family Incomes of 1990 Visitors to GMNP
Family Income

Backcountry

Less than $10,000

n
16

$10,001 - $20,000

I

Green Point
%

I

6.2

n
4

34

13.1

9

6.8

$20,001 - $30,000

32

12.3

13

9.8

$30,001 - $40,000

45

17.3

19

14.3

$40,001 - $50,000

31

11.9

27

20.3

$50,001 - $60,000

30

11.5

23

17.3

$60,001 - $70,000

20

7.7

16

12.0

over $70,000

52

20.0

22

16.5

No Response

6

---

39

---

3.2

%

3.0

Specialization Index Calculation
In order to measure the degree of activity specialization of Gros Mome

National Park visitors, an index was developed following methods used in
previous specialization research (see Table 1.1). Three of the nine variables
originally chosen to measure the dimensions of specialization (number of
training courses taken, number of magazines subscribed to, and number of clubs
member of) were not used because large percentages of people (83.8%, 68.3%,
and 62.1% respectively) gave no responses for thesy variables.
The variable for number of times participated was missing data for
44 respondents due to a printing error which resulted in some questionnaires
being sent out with that question missing. There was no reason to believe that
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those who received faulty questionnaires were different from those who received
correct questionnaires. Therefore, the mean value of this variable was assigned
to respondents of faulty questionnaires in order to include them in the analysis.
The final six variables which made up the index are shown in Table 2.2.
Following Virden & Schreyer (1988) the scores for these six variables
were standardized by transforming them into Z-scores which were then summed
to produce an activity specialization score for each respondent. Specialization
index scores (Sl) across all respondents ranged from a lowest score of
SI = -11.80 to the highest score of SI = 11.10. The overall median score was
SI = -0.09 and the overall mean score was SI = -0.03. Internal consistency for
this statistic was moderate (Cronbach's alpha= 0.55) (Nunnally 1967).

3.3

Visitor Sub-groups
Visitors to Gros Mome NPR were grouped in three ways. They were

initially divided into those visitors who were contacted in Green Point and those
who were contacted from the backcountry registration list. The second grouping
divided them by setting choice and primary activity. Thirdly they were divided
based on lowest and highest specialization score.
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3.3.1 Setting Type Groups
Williams & Huffman (1985) suggested that setting choice was an
important component of specialization and Virden & Schreyer (1988) linked
hiking specialization to preference for different environmental attributes. In
order to examine the possible relationship between setting choice and
specialization, respondents were asked to indicate the areas in which they stayed
overnight.
The park was divided into three setting choices: Backcountry Zone 2,
Backcountry Zone 3, and Frontcountry (Figure 2.1). Backcountry respondents
were grouped based on their responses to questionnaire item #24 (Appendix A)
which asked them to indicate where they stayed overnight. One-hundred and
eleven respondents who indicated at least one overnight in Zone 2 were grouped
as Backcountry Zone 2 users (BC2). One-hundred and thirteen respondents
indicated at least one overnight in Zone 3 were classed as Backcountry Zone 3
users (BC3). Twenty-five backcountry questionnaire respondents who indicated
no overnight stays in either Zone 2 or Zone 3 were excluded from analysis, as
were 17 cases with no response at all. Green Point respondents were assumed
to be Frontcountry users (FC) however examination of responses to item #24
(Appendix A) indicated that 11 Green Point respondents had overnighted in
backcountry areas and 5 had no response for this item. These cases were also
excluded from the analysis leaving 156 FC users (Table 3.6).
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Table 3.6

Frequency Rank Order and Mean Specialization Scores of Primary
Activities By Setting Type

Primary

SI

~ctivity

(M)

o::

Backcountry Zone 3
(SI M=0.56)(n-113)

Backcountry Zone 2
(SI* M=0.56)(n=l'l 1) . .
n

Prim~ry

Sl

Activity

(M)

Frontcountry
(SI .M =0.15)(n= 156)
Primary
Activity

·:· n

0.17

79

Hiking

-1.25

60

Camping

Camping

-0.46

11

Camping

-0.21

25

Canoeing

0.68

7

Canoeing

-0.31

Nature Study

4.27

5

X-C Skiing

Photography

4.05

2

Winter
Camping

5.26

Fishing

SI

.•.

n

(M):;

0.50

53

Hiking

-1.34

22

6

Fishing

3.49

10

0.05

6

X-C Skiing

-1.36

8

Other

1.99

5

Other

0.52

7

1

Rock
Climbing

4.79

2

Photography

0.75

4

5.04

1

Wildlife
Viewing

1.99

2

Wildlife
Viewing

-6.18

4

X-C Skiing

1.04

1

Photography

-0.00

2

Rock Climbing

-1.26

2

Other

0.33

1

Winter
Camping

-1.76

1

Snowshoeing

-3.98

2

Snowmobiling

1.68

1

Winter Camping

2.71

1

-5.82

1

4.88

1

Hiking

* SI =

Specialization Index Score

Birdwatching
Hunting

3.3.2 Primary Activity Groups
Based on the assumption that backcountry visitors may specialize in a
variety of 'sub-activities' within the activity definition backcountry use
(Williams & Huffman 1985), questionnaire respondents were asked to classify
themselves into one of 16 primary activity groups (Appendix A, Q. #3). The
majority of backcountry (BC2 and BC3) respondents stated that they were
primarily hikers (61.2%, n

= 158).

Smaller numbers classed themselves as
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primarily campers (15.5%, n = 40) or primarily canoers (7.4%, n = 19). The
remainder divided themselves among 9 of the other 13 activities listed on the
questionnaire (Table 3.6). A small number of respondents (n

= 6) gave answers

that could not be placed into one of the categories and were classed as invalid
responses.
In contrast, the majority of frontcountry respondents (FC) considered
themselves primarily campers (43.9%, n
hikers made up only 16.5% (n

= 61).

Those who were primarily

= 23) of the frontcountry group and the

remainder divided themselves among 13 of the 14 remaining categories. A
considerable number of respondents in this group gave invalid responses
(n

= 29).
For purposes of analysis the activity groups with smaller representations

(including the activity labelled other) were combined into an other category
resulting in three major activity groups labelled hiking, camping and other. The
final nine user sub-groups, based on setting choice and primary activity, and
their specialization scores are summarized in Table 3.7

3.3.3 Low and High Specialist Groups
Visitors were also divided into groups based on their specialization score
(SI). Following Grimm (1987), quartile divisions, defined by the scores
Sl

= -2.526,

SI

= -0.089

and SI

= 2.379 (see Appendix D),

were used to define
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Table 3.7

Specialization Statistics for User Sub-groups

User Sub-group

n

Mean
SI

BC2 Hiker
BC2 Camper
BC2 Other

79
21

0.17
-0.46
2.58

BC3 Hiker

60
25
28

FC Hiker
FC Camper
FC Other

22
53

Excluded Cases

BC3 Camper
BC3 Other

Note: SI

Maximum
SI

Minimum
SI

Range

6.33
5.56
7.42

-4.35
-6.59
-2.88

10.68
12.15
10.30

-1.25
-0.21
0.62

5.60
5.25
7.10

-7.23
-5.37
-5.01

12.82
10.62
12.19

81

-1.34
0.50
-0.26

6.53
9.62
11.11

-8.23
-7.17
-11.80

14.75
16.78
22.91

58

-----

-------

-------

11

----

= Specialization Index Score

the breakpoints. Those visitors with a score of SI
labelled low specialists (n

= 109) and those

and higher were labelled high specialists (n

= -2.526 and lower were

visitors with a score of SI

= 109).

= 2.379

Those with scores around

the median were excluded from the analysis.

3.4

Specialization Among Visitor Sub-groups
Is specialization important for differentiating between groups? If

specialization score is the dependent variable, what are influential independent
variables? Variables which have been suggested in the literature include setting
choice (e.g., Bryan 1979; Williams & Huffman 1985) and sub-activity type
(e.g., Donnelly, Vaske & Graefe 1986). For example, Bryan (1979:66) provides
an example of a continuum which places day hikers (i.e., those visitors expected
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at Green Point) at the lower end of a specialization continuum and off-trail
hikers (i.e., those choosing Zone 2 backcountry) at the higher end of this
continuum (Figure 3.2).

HIGH SPECIALIZATION
Off-Trail Hikers, Backpackers
On-Trail Distance-Hikers, Backpackers
Day-Hikers, Overnighters, Weekenders
LOW SPECIALIZATION

Figure 3.2

Bryan's Specialization Continuum for Hiking and Backpacking

Applying this illustration to the situation at Gros Mome NPR the
following hypotheses are proposed:
Hl: Visitors to Green Point will have a lower
specialization score than visitors to the backcountry.
H2: Visitors to Zone 3 backcountry will have a lower
specialization score than visitors to Zone 2 backcountry.
Donnelly et al. ( 1986) suggested that activities which place greater
demands on participants may be placed higher in a specialization hierarchy (e.g.,
boat racing may be placed higher than dayboating) (Figure 3.3). It is arguable
that activities such as canoeing, rock climbing, and cross-country skiing place
greater demands on participants than hiking. It is also arguable that hiking

places greater physical demands on participants than camping. In addition, any
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All Boaters

Motor Boaters

Sailboaters

Cruisers

Cruisers

Day boaters

Day boaters

Figure 3.3 Donnelly et al.' s Hierarchy of Boating Activities and Sub-activities

activity which is performed in the more challenging terrain of Zone 2 will place
more demands on participants than activities performed in Zone 3. Applying
Donnelly et al. 's ( 1986) concept of an activity specialization hierarchy to the
situation at Gros Morne NPR the following hypotheses are proposed:
H3: BC visitors whose primary activities are other
(which includes canoeing, rock climbing etc.) will have
higher specialization scores than those whose primary
activity is hiking, who will in turn have higher
specialization scores than those whose primary activity is
camptng.
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H3a: Visitors whose primary activity is classed as other
in Zone 2 will have higher specialization scores than
those whose primary activity is other in Zone 3.
H3b: 'Visitors whose primary activity is hiking in Zone
2 (no trails) will have higher specialization scores than
those whose primary activity is hiking in Zone 3 (trails).
H3c: Visitors whose primary activity is camping in
Zone 2 (no campsites) will have higher specialization
scores than those whose primary activity is camping in
Zone 3 (primitive campsites).
H4: FC visitors whose primary activities are other
(which includes rock climbing etc.) will have higher
specialization scores than those whose primary activity is
hiking, who will in turn have higher specialization scores
than those whose primary activity is camping.
The results of testing these hypotheses are briefly explained in the
following sections. More detailed discussion will be presented in Chapter 4.

3.4.1 Specialization Levels of Green Point Visitors and Backcountry
Visitors
The flrst hypothesis, that Green Point visitors would have lower
specialization scores than backcountry visitors, was not supported. Although the
mean specialization score for the Green Point group (n

= 172, M = -0.13) was

slightly lower than the mean specialization score for the backcountry group
(n = 266, M = 0.03), there was no significant difference in specialization
between these groups.
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This result suggests that the index lacks the sensitivity to fully
differentiate between these two groups either due to a problem with the index or
because these two groups are truly similar in the degree of specialization if not
the type of specialization. The FC group (Green Point) includes campers who
invest a great deal of time and money in their RVs; whereas, the BC group
includes hikers who have a great deal of experience and have acquired high skill
levels in their activities. Each of these groups are defined as specialized in this
study without necessarily seeking the same kind of park experience. The BC
group included visitors who ovemighted in Zone 2 and Zone 3 of the
backcountry. It was possible that visitors to Zone 3 (BC3) should have been
classed with the FC visitors and by classing them with BC2 the results were
muddied.
To examine the possibility that visitor groups were not correctly classed,
discriminant analyses were used to examine the differences between classing

.

BC3 and FC as one group versus classing BC3 and BC2 together. A stepwise
discriminant analysis using Wilks' critieria was run on the standardized
variables comprised in the specialization index. In the case of classing BC2 and
BC3 together, three variables (comfort in the outdoors, years participated in
activity and times participated in last year) of the six variables initially
combined in the specialization index (Table 2.2) contributed to the

discrimination and achieved an overall acuracy of 83.3%. In particular, 91.9% of
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BC users were correctly identified (Appendix G). In the case of classing BC3
with FC a different three variables (equipment value replaced times participated
in last year) contributed to the discrimination and achieved an overall accuracy
of only 71.8%. Although the results of these discriminate analyses will require
cross validation, given the high level of identification between BC and FC
visitors, even with shrinkage on cross validation the results will be powerful.
These results suggest that the index used in the current study may have
used confounding variables (Ditton et al. 1992) since using selected variables
provides a stronger differentiation than using all the variables in an additive
index.

3.4.2 Specialization Among Visitors to Different Backcountrv Settings
The second hypothesis, that backcountry visitors who overnighted in Zone
2 (BC2) would have higher specialization scores than those who overnighted in
Zone 3 (BC3), was supported. The BC2 group (n

= 111) had a higher overall

(combined activities), specialization score (M = 0.56) (t<222) = 2.79, p<.Ol) than
the BC3 group (n

= 113, M = -0.56).

This result supports the idea that more specialized individuals seek more
primitive settings. One would expect the BC2 setting to attract visitors with
more specialized skills because of the extra demands made on individuals during
the activity of hiking in trail free terrain. In this analysis most persons were
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classed as hikers. Thus, a similar frame of reference in responding to the
indicators for the specialization index might be assumed.
Discriminant analysis examining the two backcountry groups (BC2 and
BC3) was less powerful than the analysis of the BC and FC groups, with an
overall accuracy of 68.4%, both groups having similar rates of correct
identification (Appendix G). The variables selected in this analysis (comfort in
the outdoors, equipment value and years participated in the activity) were the
same as those selected in the analysis of BC2 versus BC3 and FC. The variable
equipment value appears to be significant in differentiating between BC2 and
BC3 whereas the variable times participated in the last year seems to be
important in differentiating between FC and BC. This latter result is not
surprising if one considers frontcountry use may have a large proportion of local
weekender activity whereas backcountry visitors (a majority of whom are from
out-of-province) are likely to visit less frequently.

3.4.3 Specialization Levels Between Activities in the Backcountry
The majority of visitors to both BC2 and BC3 classed themselves as
primarily hikers with smaller numbers of campers and very small numbers in
other activity categories. Examination of the different primary activity groups
within the backcountry setting indicates differences in specialization levels
(Table 3.7). To test the above hypotheses (H3, H3a, H3b, H3c and H4) the
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activities other than hiking and camping were grouped into a category named
other. Hypothesis three was supported. Specialization in other activities

(M

= 1.63, n = 43) was higher than hiking (M = -0.44, n = 139) which was

higher than camping (M

= -.0.29, n = 36)

(F2 ,217

= 10.01, p<.001).

The secondary hypotheses 3a and 3b were supported. BC2 visitors have
higher specialization scores in hiking (M
(M

= 2.55, n = 18) than BC3

visitors (M

= 0.17, n = 79) and other activities
= -1.25, n = 60 and M = 0.97, n = 25

respectively). However, hypothesis 3c was not supported. Though not
statistically significant, BC3 campers showed a higher score (M

= -0.21, n = 25)

than BC2 campers (M = -0.46, n = 11) (Table 3.7).
These results are consistent with the idea that people who partake in
activities which require more special skills, such as canoeing and rockclimbing
(in the group labelled other), are more specialized than those who partake in
less skill testing activities such as hiking or camping. Further, those who
partake in these activities in the BC2 setting are more specialized still than those
who perform in the BC3 setting. However, the results show that the expected
pattern does not hold for camping.

3.4.4 Specialization Levels Between Activities in the Frontcountry
Camping is the activity in which most frontcountry visitors participate
(n = 53) followed by hiking (n = 22) and smaller numbers in other activities
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(Table 3.6). Hypothesis four was not fully supported. The mean specialization
scores for frontcountry visitors who primarily participated in activities other than
camping and hiking (n

= 81) are shown in Table 3.6, and though some of these

specialization scores are higher than the scores for camping and hiking, each of
these activities is represented by numbers too small for meaningful individual
analysis. These other activities were combined into an other category. The
mean specialization score for this other group is -0.26 (Table 3.7). The pattern
of hikers having higher specialization scores than campers does not hold. Frontcountry campers have a higher specialization score (M
hikers (M

= 0.50) than frontcountry

= -1.34, F 1,73 = 4.49, p<.05).

Though one might expect that other activities would have more
specialized participants, this was not necessarily the case in the FC setting. The
extremely small numbers in activity categories other than camping and hiking
made analysis difficult. The wide range of specialization scores in this group
(which had individual scores ranging from SI

= -11.80 to SI = 11.11) probably

indicates that they cannot be grouped together effectively. If one looks back at
the activities represented in the other category (Table 3.6) one can see that
activities such as birdwatching and wildlife viewing probably do not belong with
fishing or winter camping. Frontcountry campers have a higher specialization
score than frontcountry hikers. This result indicates that camping and hiking in
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the front-country are very different activities from camping and hiking in the
backcountry. This idea is also supported by the results for hypothesis one
(Section 3.4.1).

3.5

Characteristics of Low and High Specialists

High specialists (n = 109) were defined as those persons with
specialization scores in the highest quartile, that is, SI = 2.379 or higher. Low
specialists (n = 109) were those in the lowest quartile, SI = -2.526 or lower (see
Section 3.3.3.). The following section describes key characteristics of these two
groups. More detailed data is provided in table form in Appendix E.
High specialists tend to be older than low specialists. The largest age
groups for high specialists were between 30 to 39 years (29.9%, n = 32) and 40
to 49 years of age (26.2%, n = 28); whereas low specialists were mostly
between 20 and 29 years old (44.8%, n = 47). High specialists were
predominantly male (72.2%, n = 78). Low specialists showed even distributions
of males (48.1 %, n =51) and females (51.9%, n =55). Both high and low
specialists were well educated with the majority of each group having attained
at least one university degree and many having pursued post-graduate studies.
The larger number of post-graduates seen in the high specialist group (40.0%,
n

= 42) may be related to being older and thus farther along in studies.

High

specialists were predominantly employed in jobs related to natural science,
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engineering and mathematics (20.8%, n

= 19) or teaching (19.8%, n = 18).

largest number of low specialists were students (24.2%, n

= 23).

The

High

specialists generally command higher family incomes than low specialists. The
majority of high specialists' incomes were in the two top categories of $60,001
to $70,000 and over $70,000 (44.1 %, n

= 45).

Low specialists were more

evenly distributed across income categories but the largest groups were towards
the low end of the scale; 18.9% (n
$20,000 and 16.8% (n

= 18) reported incomes between $10,001

= 16) reported incomes between $30,001

The majority of both high (38.5%, n
n

= 44) came from the frontcountry.

to

to $40,000.

= 40) and low specialists (43.1 %,

This indicates a large range of

specialization with representation from both extremes of the specialization
continuum in the frontcountry setting choice group. The remaining high
specialists were relatively evenly divided between both backcountry setting
choices. Most of the remaining low specialists chose to be in Zone 3 (34.3%,
n

= 35) with a smaller number (16.7%, n = 17) staying in Zone 2.
Among the high specialists most (44.4%, n

= 44) classified themselves in

other as their primary activity. Among low specialists, most (59.6%, n = 56)

classified themselves as hikers. Similar numbers of high (27 .3%, n
low (21.3%, n

= 27) and

= 20) specialists classed themselves as campers.

A general description of the high specialist in this study is: an older,
well-educated professional male with considerable discretionary income who
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frequents the FC setting and participates primarily in activities other than hiking
or camping. The low specialist in this study can be generally described as a
younger well-educated male or female student with a moderate income who also
frequents the FC setting and participates primarily in hiking.

3.6

Environmental Attribute Preferences
Seventeen selected environmental attributes rated in importance from 1

(not at all important) to 5 (extremely important) were evaluated using difference
of means tests to determine which individual attributes were preferred by
different sub-groups of visitors. The results are summarized in tabular form
(Appendix H). It was recognized that testing multiple means increases the
probability of making a Type I error, however it was decided that this risk was
acceptable. Given the nature of the study, identifying false differences was
considered less important than failing to identify true differences by use of an
excessively conservative test such as Bonferroni's or Scheffe's (Hays 1981).
Instead, Duncan's multiple range criteria was selected (Hays 1981). Gregoire
and Driver (1987) stress the importance of looking beyond Type I errors and in
not overlooking the considerations of Type II errors.
In order to see whether statistically significant differences were
substantially different, not just a product of multiple means tests, a visual chart
of the combined percentages of "very important" and "extremely important"
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ratings given each attribute by different visitor groups was created (Figure 3.4
and Figure 3.5).
The attribute ratings were also combined to create four environmental
attribute scales. The first scale, Physical Challenge, was produced by summing
the importance ratings given to the three individual attributes: rugged terrain,
mountainous terrain, and snow. This scale is internally reliable (Cronbach's
alpha= .70) (Nunnally 1967). A second scale labelled Security was made up of
the attributes: help not far if needed, easily found drinking water, and readily
available f1rewood (alpha = .63). The attributes of scenic vistas, opportunity to
see wildlife and home to large animals were summed into a scale labelled Sights
(alpha = .76). The last scale, Uniqueness, was made up of four attributes:
unusual local plants, different types of vegetation, unusual geologic features and
area which is new or different (to the individual) (alpha = .76).
A high specialization score implies a degree of experience and mastery of
activity skills. High specialists are confident in their abilities which leads to an
increased enjoyment of the natural sights, a search for increased challenge and
independence from external support. Their past experience of environments
leads them to seek new activity settings. Based on these suppositions the
following hypotheses were put forward:
H5: High specialists will have a higher score on the
Physical Challenge scale than low specialists.
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H6: High specialists will have a lower score on the
Security scale than low specialists.
H7: High specialists will have a higher score on the
Sights scale than low specialists.
H8: High specialists will have a higher score on the
Uniqueness scale than low specialists.
One can assume that visitors who choose to overnight in Zone 2 of Gros
Mome NPR are seeking particular environmental attributes. Zone 2 offers
added physical challenge and less security. It could be argued that there are
more or better opportunities for natural sights in Zone 2 and this area does offer
the opportunity of a unique arctic tundra type of setting. Visitors to Zone 3 are
likely seeking similar environmental characteristics but lack the time or
resources to travel into Zone 2. Frontcountry visitors are seeking the security of
park facilities. The following hypotheses are proposed:
H9: BC visitors will have a higher score on the
Physical Challenge scale than FC visitors.
HlO: BC visitors will have a lower score on the
Security scale than FC visitors.
Hll: BC visitors will have a higher score on the
Sights scale than FC visitors.
H12: BC visitors will have a higher score on the
Uniqueness scale than FC visitors.
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3.6.1

Environmental Preferences of Specialist Groups

The high and low specialist groups differed in their ratings of nine of the
seventeen environmental attributes examined (Figure 3.4). Both high and low
specialists ranked scenic vistas as the most important attribute, giving it a rating
of "very important" (M = 4.03 and 3.81) (Appendix H). Seeing wildlife was
ranked highly by both groups, though the high specialists considered this
attribute "very important" (M = 3.90) as compared to the low specialists' "quite
important" rating (M = 3.34). Few signs of people was ranked third in
importance by the high specialists and rated between "quite important" and
"very important" (M = 3.64). The attributes considered least important by the
low specialists were snow (M

= 1.50) and challenging terrain (M = 2.26).

high specialists ranked nearby help (M

The

= 2.19), water for swimming (M = 2.12)

and available firewood (M = 1.97) as the least important attributes.
Hypotheses 5 and 8 were supported. High specialists rated Physical
Challenge more important to them (M = 8.55, n = 109) than did low specialists
(M

= 6.69, n = 109); (F1,217 = 19.59, p<.001).

The Uniqueness scale was also

rated more important by high specialists (M = 12.95) than by low specialists
(M = 11.48); (F1,217 = 7.70, p<.01). Hypotheses 6 and 7 were not supported.
The expected pattern of high specialists ranking the Security scale less
important (M = 7.52) than low specialists (M = 8.50) did exist, however a
statistically significant difference was not found. There was also no difference
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between high and low specialists' rating of Sights. Both groups rated this scale
highly important (M

= 10.95, M = 9.92 respectively).

The lack of difference on

the Security scale may be explained by the number of frontcountry campers
included in the high specialist group. The lack of difference on the Sights scale
is not entirely unexpected as sightseeing is a major component of any park
visitor's trip.

3.6.2 Environmental Preferences of Setting Choice Groups
The three setting choice groups differed in their ratings of importance for
eleven of the seventeen environmental attributes (Appendix H).

Figure 3.5

shows the attribute scenic vistas was rated very important by all three groups
(ranked as first or second most important) as was the opportunity to see wildlife
(ranked third most important). Whereas BC2 and BC3 rated few signs of
people as very to extremely important (ranked first and second most important),
FC rated it between somewhat and quite important (ranked eleventh in
importance). The attribute ranked as least important by the FC and BC3 groups
was the presence of snow. The BC2 group did not rank it highly important
either though it ranked above seeing the ocean and available frrewood. The FC
group did rate seeing the ocean as quite important and ranked it fifth in
importance. The FC group ranked drinkable water (second) and nearby help
(ninth) considerably more highly than did the BC groups. Help was rated by
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FC visitors as quite important (M = 2.74) compared to the BC visitors' ratings
of somewhat important (M = 2.05 and M = 2.14).
Hypotheses 9, 10, 11 and 12 were all supported. BC 2 visitors rated
Physical Challenge as more important to them (M = 9.04) than did BC3 visitors
(M

= 8.29) or FC visitors (M = 6.23) (F2 ,377 = 35.98, p<.001) (Duncan's

LSD < .05). FC visitors rated Security as more important than either BC3
visitors (M

= 7.55) or BC2 visitors (M = 7.32)

(F2,388

= 8.52, p<.001).

The

latter groups showed no significant difference (Duncan's LSD< .05). Sights
was rated more important by backcountry visitors (BC2 M
BC3 M

= 11.16,

= 10.71) than by FC visitors (M = 10.03) (F2,377 = 5.53, p<.01).

Uniqueness was also more important to backcountry visitors (BC2 M
BC3 M

3.7

= 13.17,

= 10.71) than to FC visitors (M = 11.53) (F2,377 = 8.08, p<.001).

Support for Management Strategies
Twenty one management strategies were selected from among the many

strategies which are common to outdoor recreation management. Some were
selected from past studies (e.g., Virden & Schreyer 1988) and some (i.e., the
cable car) were suggested by Gros Mome NPR personnel since they were being
considered for implementation at Gros Mome NPR. There were some
recognizable themes to these strategies. For example, encouraging fewer people
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in an outdoor area can be accomplished by imposing trail quotas, requiring
permits, limiting party sizes, establishing a user fee or otherwise limiting ease of
access. The provision of facilities and other assistance are other common
management practices; represented in this study by the options of providing pit
toilets, installing directional signs, providing warden patrols, and providing more
campsites and shelters. Regulation as a management strategy was represented
by fining regulation violators, and restricting campfires. Other strategies such as
revegetating overused areas and providing information on natural history did not
fit a theme as well as the aforementioned items but were also included.
Responses to these strategies were evaluated using difference of means
tests to determine if different strategies were favored by different sub-groups of
visitors. Visitors' comments also revealed opinions regarding existing park
management strategies. They were transcribed and categorized.

3.7.1 Specialization Level and Support for Management Strategies
If high and low specialists are truly different groups, one would expect

differences in their responses to the management items. High specialists would
be expected to support management which allows them a maximum level of
self-sufficiency. They would favor minimum development of facilities and
assistance, and those strategies which limit the number of other people they
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encounter. Low specialists would probably favor management which provided a
measure of security, such as providing guided expeditions.
High and low specialists showed significantly different responses (p< .05)
for ten of the 21 strategies (Figure 3.6). Of these, all supported the pattern of
high specialists showing less support for facilities and more support for limited
access for people. Although the responses do follow the predicted pattern, the
differences between the specialist groups are not as pronounced as the
differences between the setting choice groups (Figures 3.5 and 3.6).
Most strategies obtained some level of support from both groups. The
highest levels of support were for revegetating overused areas, fining regulation
violators and providing information on natural history. These strategies were
favored by both groups with no significant differences between their responses
(Appendix 1). This result supports that of Grimm (1987) who found similar
levels of support for management strategies by both high and low specialists.
Providing public access (i.e., cable car) was opposed by both high
(M

= 2.00) and low specialists (M = 2.17) and indicates that this is not

considered a good national park management option. Grimm ( 1987) also found
opposition to increased public access. Opposition to the strategies of not
providing trails by low specialists (M
specialists (M

= 2.26) follows

= 2.41) and permitting horse use by high

the pattern of low specialists favoring easier

access such as via park-provided trails or horses.

Notes:* indicates statistically significant difference {Appendix 1).

Figure 3.6

Percentage of "Support" and "Strongly Support" Ratings of
Management Strategies by Specialist Groups
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3.7.2 Setting Choice and Support for Management Strategies
Visitors to the different settings within Gros Morne NPR will probably
have different responses to park management. It is reasonable to assume that
BC2 visitors would favor strategies which minimized the development of
facilities and limited the number of people so as to maintain the 'primitive
wilderness' experience. Visitors to Green Point (the frontcountry) would be
expected to support management which helped to facilitate their experience. For
the most part the pattern of BC2 visitors being 'anti-facility/anti-other people,'
the FC visitors being more 'pro-facility/ pro-other people,' and the BC3 visitors
being somewhere between, was supported by the results.
Fifteen of the 21 strategies showed significantly different responses
(p<.OO 1) between the BC2, BC3 and FC visitor groups (Appendix 1). Of these,
thirteen fit the pattern of BC2 visitors being more 'anti-facility/anti-other
people' than BC3 visitors and FC visitors (Figure 3.7). The strategies of
imposing trail quotas and requiring BC permits received slightly more support
from BC3 visitors (M = 4.06 and M = 4.38) than by BC2 visitors (M = 3.99
and M

= 4.24).

Those strategies which showed no significant difference between the three
groups' responses included: similar levels of strong support for revegetating
overused areas and providing information on natural history and similar neutral
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responses to providing tentpads at primitive campsites, providing more warden
patrols and establishing user fees (Appendix 1).
There was some level of support for most of the strategies (Figure 3.7).
The highest levels of support were for revegetating over-used areas and fining
regulation violators. The BC3 group showed the strongest support for these two
items (M = 4.58 and M = 4.45). These results suggest two possible
interpretations which would require additional support from corroborating
studies. First, because the Zone 3 area is trailed and frequented by day users as
well as overnight users, it is perhaps more vulnerable to over-use and may be
perceived by visitors as over-crowded whereas Zone 2 may as yet not have the
same problem with traffic volume. Also, the responses to fining may reflect a
stronger need by BC3 visitors to react to more visible violations such as littering
along trails whereas BC2 visitors may feel that they are more able to self-police.
A lack of support for a few strategies included opposition to paving access
roads by the BC2 (M

= 2.09) and BC 3 (M = 2.21) groups; opposition to not

providing trails by the BC3 (M

= 2.35) and FC (M = 2.27) groups; opposition

to permitting horse use by the BC2 (M
opposition by the BC2 (M

= 2.09) group and fairly

strong

= 1.50) and BC3 (M = 1.83) groups to providing

public access (i.e., cable car) to the backcountry (Appendix 1). These results
also support the pattern of BC2 visitors being more 'anti-facility/anti-people'
than BC3 visitors or FC visitors.
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3.8

Visitor Comments
Two open-ended questions elicited comments from the respondents.

Question #28 (Appendix A) asked visitors to elaborate on how (dis)satisfied
they were with their trip. Fifty-five out of 198 Green Point visitors responded
with at least one type of comment. One-hundred and sixty-eight out of 266
backcountry visitors responded with at least one type of comment. At the end
of the questionnaire visitors were invited to list any additional comments.
Fifty-seven of 198 Green Point visitors and 137 of 266 backcountry visitors
listed additional comments, many of which were of considerable length.
Both sets of comments were combined and roughly categorized into those
regarding the environment; the facilities; the park staff and service; and general
remarks about visitors' park experiences (see Appendix F). The most common
comments indicated that people were very impressed with the " ... beautiful
scenery ... ", (n

= 106), and generally enjoyed their experience, (n = 101).

Comments regarding the environment indicated that people liked the
unspoiled wilderness and solitude, (n

= 83).

For example, " ...The best thing for

me was [sic] the isolation, natural beauty, distance from 'civilization' .... " There
were several statements which suggested diversity, (n
rugged terrain, (n
people, (n

= 10),

= 20), enhanced visitors'

= 23),

and challenging,

experiences, though for a few

the challenge proved too difficult, or was more than expected.

Examples of these comments include:
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The scenery is breathtaking and the ruggedness of the
area impressed me. I didn't expect the ruggedness of
Newfoundland (at least the west coast). The plant and
wildlife was fascinating, especially the Tuckamore
forest .
.. .I would strongly urge Parks Canada to keep this
magnificent trail as rough & tough as possible in order
to keep the beauty & 'natural' landscape intact. I started
at the Western Brook Pond end of the trail found the
climb to the top very demanding but would urge Parks
Canada to keep the trail demanding. Otherwise, it will
be spoiled forever if made too accessible ...

The physical demand of the N orthem Rim Trail was
more than expected, but welcomed.
Concerns about over-development, (n

= 18), and human impact,

were reported. For example,
I am particularly concerned about the sad reality that
some hikers litter--yes even in the backcountry. At
certain points I saw clothing lying around, and at one
primitive campsite garbage had been thrown in pit toilets
as well as in the outhouse. Perhaps a stronger
enforcement of the 'pack in, pack out' idea (as opposed
to merely a nice logical idea) might reduce this problem.
Also, keep it like it is! 'PRIMITIVE' if hikers don't like
it, I feel the backpacking experience is not for them .
...Edges of backcountry ... all had considerable manmade
debris--an annual pickup of highly visible plastic etc.
would add greatly to enjoyment by others .
... we were concerned about how much impact was
apparent e.g., people wandering 'off-trail' left obvious
scars & we noted a few tents which weren't at
designated campsites ... the trampling effect really imposes
on the experience ...

(n

= 19)
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Blackflies were mentioned sixteen times as a detraction from the overall
enjoyment of the park. There were similar number of good weather (n = 25)
and bad weather (n

= 29) comments.

Most comments about the existing level of facilities, including the lack of
facilities in certain sites, were positive (n

= 58).

Comments such as the

following seem to indicate that overall visitors are happy with the variety of
levels of facilities provided .
. ..I want to tell you how impressed I was with Lomond
campsite .... A wonderfully designed campsite-these are 3
things that were done right: 1. small number of
campsites; 2. no electricity; 3. no hot water Please keep
it that way!
... The primitive campsites were well kept with very little
evidence of former hikers. I hope that NOTHING is
changed in this area of the Gros Mome National Park ...
Spectacular scenery, wonderfully organized campsites.
Self registration is great, quick neat and easy.
The most common complaint, which was often strongly phrased, regarded
a lack of maintenance on pit toilets (n

= 12), "THE BATHROOM AT GREEN

POINT WAS TOTALLY DISGUSTING." These came mostly from Green
Point visitors. Most comments about the quality and variety of trails were
positive, and several recommendations for new trails and loop trails were
volunteered (n

= 13).

However, once again there was a desire for more
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information about trails and about what is found along trails. This is illustrated
in the following comments,
.. .I found most of the trails to be very good, however I

would like to see more interpretive trail brochures like
the one produced for the Green Gardens Trail. ..
I found information re: hiking trails scanty & poorly
presented ....
The way in which information is provided could be
greatly enhanced .... More visual displays such as maps
showing trails, their length and difficulty and more
illustrative descriptions of geologic features with pictures
of specific features in the park would be much
appreciated. To say it's a geologist's paradise leaves too
much to the non-geologist's imagination.
Findings indicate that a significant number of park visitors are frustrated
by the lack of maps and accurate information available to them upon arrival or
in planning their trips prior to arriving at Gros Marne NPR (n

= 122).

Examples of these comments include:
We had difficulty in obtaining an accurate impression of
what was essential for us to bring or prepare for with
respect to the Long Range Trail. ..it was like pulling teeth
to get it prior to our trip ...
We enjoyed Gros Marne however were upset by the
poor information we were given at the reception center.
I expect more of Parks Canada ...
Though there were some positive comments on information services (n

= 19),

for example, "Gros Marne personnel was exceptional - friendly and well
informed .... ," it was repeatedly reported that such information was lacking, with
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comments ranging from staff being uninformed beyond routine questions and
providing poor or inaccurate information, to a general desire for more or better
brochures, topographic maps and trail makers. The second half of the above
positive comment concludes with the statement that " ... detailed terrain
information, e.g., trail recommendations, would be helpful." If accurate and
helpful information does exist, it is not being adequately presented to these
visitors.
Twenty-six comments described 'staff' as helpfuVfriendly, though thirteen
reported 'staff' as uninformed and lacking accurate information. It appears that
some staff, particularly those at the VRC are not perceived as sufficiently
knowledgable. Examples of this type of comment include:
... The girl at the desk was very poorly informed. She
gave us inaccurate information about the length of the
hike & about the location of the campground ... .It would
have been a real problem for us if we had started our
hike later in the day ...
.. .the staff at the visitor center was poorly trained and
not able to offer suitable information, maps or safety
advice on backcountry hiking ...
Positive comments about knowledgable 'staff' appear to refer to wardens,
" ... good experience with warden at Birchy Head Warden Station (first name
Paul) -provided excellent information in very friendly manner ... ," although they
were not always sufficiently available. This researcher had similar experiences
when trying to obtain accurate information about backcountry conditions. VRC
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attendants were lacking in specific knowledge about backcountry trails and
conditions and though it was suggested that a warden would be able to assist,
wardens did not appear to be readily available.
As mentioned above, one of the most common comments was that visitors
had an enjoyable experience (n = 101). Only ten comments suggested a
disappointing experience. As the research questionnaire became a part of the
experience for visitors, it is interesting to note that there were only two
somewhat negative comments, " ... feel that questionnaire is too one-sided,
neglects older RV pop." and "questionnaire too long & complicated for general
public to complete, whereas six comments specifically reported people enjoyed
II

it or thought it a good idea. It was remarked that friendly people (not
necessarily staff) enhanced experiences (n

= 16), though nine negative

comments were made about human presence in the form of pets, noise, litter,
11

and large recreational vehicles; for example, " ... too many dogs ... and

11
••

.I also

don't like the big campers in front of my view of the ocean."
Comments were recorded by the categories high/low specialists, or neither,
but there were no clear patterns in the responses to indicate that high specialists
feel differently than low specialists. For example, of the remarks about
beautiful scenery roughly 25% were made by high specialists and 25% by low
specialists. This pattern of approximately one quarter of comments being made

by each high and low specialist group occurred for most comment types. A few
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exceptions were positive comments about trail conditions. Here, more high than
low specialists liked the absence of trails and use of a compass, liked the
existing trails, or had suggestions for new trails.

More low than high

specialists had complaints about existing facilities and wanted more guidance or
trail markers. These comments coincide closely with the responses regarding
management strategies, although they may be more useful in providing specific
examples for management to consider.

4.0

DISCUSSION
This study investigated the usefulness of generic indicators in creating a

specialization index with which to measure specialization across the diverse subactivities of backcountry use. It was anticipated that a measure of specialization
would create a description of Gros Mome NPR backcountry visitors useful in
implementing VAMP. Relationships between activity specialization, setting
choice, primary activity, preferences for selected environmental attributes and
management strategies were explored.
This chapter will address each of the objectives outlined in section 1.6. It
will briefly recap the literature related to each objective and compare the results
obtained in this study with those of other studies. Section 4.1 will discuss
problems encountered using the specialization index in this and other studies,
and conclude with suggestions for future research. Section 4.2 will discuss the
preferences of visitor groups for different environmental attributes. Section 4.3
will summarize visitor groups' level of support for management strategies.
Section 4.4 will describe frontcountry and backcountry visitors' characteristics
and comments, and discuss implications for park management and the
implementation of VAMP at Gros Mome NPR. Finally, this thesis will
conclude with recommendations for Gros Mome NPR managers and suggestions
for future research.
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4.1 The Specialization Index
The fust objective of this research was to construct a specialization index
using generic indicators and use this index to assess the relative degree of
specialization of different visitor groups. In past studi,specialization indices
have been used successfully to segment visitors into meaningful groups. The
concept of specialization has an intuitive appeal as a way of thinking about
visitor preferences. However, there are operational weaknesses in creating
specialization indices which include: 1) lack of a standard rational methodology
(Kuentzel and McDonald 1992, Watson and Niccolucci 1992, Grimm 1987); 2)
difficulty in the selection of appropriate indicators (Donnelly et al. 1986) or
dimensions (Kuentzel and McDonald 1992, Watson and Niccolucci 1992) to
represent specialization; 3) lack of comprehensiveness (Williams 1985, Mcintyre
and Pigram 1992); and 4) problems related to using a composite index with
equal weighting for each variable (Ditton et al. 1992, Watson et al. 1991,
Kuentzel and McDonald 1992).
The lack of a standard method in applying the concept of specialization to
various case studies makes it difficult to compare the results of these studies.
Kuentzel and McDonald (1992) pointed out the lack of agreement between
studies as to what measures define the dimensions of specialization. They cited
the examples of Williams and Huffman ( 1986) and Chipman and Helfrich
( 1988) each of whom used number of magazines to represent, respectively, the
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dimensions of activity involvement and centrality to lifestyle. Lack of a
standard rational method is also discussed by Watson and Niccolucci (1992)
who suggest that there is little theoretical basis for selecting dimensions to
represent the specialization concept, that many studies depend too much on
intuition and, that principal-components and factor analytic techniques would
provide a better mathematical method for applying the concept of specialization.
The current Gros Morne NPR study also illustrated limitations of the use
of the specialization index. Specialization scores were used to define visitor
groups and to differentiate between visitor groups classed by setting choice and
activity type. Groups with similar activity specialization scores were quite
heterogenous in their views on the desirability of different settings.
Interestingly, the majority of both high and low specialists (as defined by their
individual specialization scores) were from the Green Point (frontcountry) group.
The very wide range of specialization scores in this group suggests that the
backcountry groups may be mid-level specialists at least in so far as defined by
this index. Perhaps the national park environment is not the type of recreation
setting that high-specialist hikers seek. Once an area is designated a national
park, it is changed if only in the way it is perceived by people. It becomes
better known and therefore attracts more people, it falls under the influence of
agency regulation which limits visitors' freedom to some extent, and facilities
are installed which reduce the risk or challenge of the environment. ·
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In the current study, the use of an additive index and multiple generic
indicators led to an unexpected result. Visitors to Green Point (frontcountry)
did not differ in their degree of specialization from visitors to the backcountry .
However, specialization scores did appear to differentiate between backcountry
visitors grouped according to setting choice and chosen activity type. When the
visitors were divided into these groups, differences between the frontcountry and
backcountry groups (BC2 and BC3) became more apparent.
These results suggest some problems with the choice of indicators to
represent specialization across the broad array of sub-activities represented in the
Gros Marne study. Wording the indicator to encompass a diversity of activities
further blurs the discriminating power of the indicator. For example, although
the listing of specialty equipment (boots, compass and non-impact camping
gear) would identify more specialized hikers, the indicator used in this study
was total value of equipment. The total equipment cost of the specialized
hiker's equipment is similar to that of the RV camper who uses an RV for the
weekend. Kuentzel and McDonald (1992) also noted problems with indicators
such as equipment value because the initial outlay may be high among less
experienced users while costs decrease over time with more experienced users.
In order to encompass different activities, generic indicators for the
involvement dimension of specialization were open-ended. This format elicited
very little response which led to the exclusion of these potentially discriminating
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variables in the current study. The problem of choosing appropriate indicators
for different activity groups, noted in past studies (e.g., Donnelly et al. 1986),
r 'ly have contributed to the lack of distinction between Green Point and

backcountry visitor specialization in this study.
Recent literature notes problems related to using multiple indicators, which
may introduce confounding variables, in an additive index (Watson et al. 1991,
Kuentzel and McDonald 1992, Ditton et al. 1992). The same overall index
score can be obtained from a variety of combinations of scores (Watson et al.
1991). The results of the Gros Mome study also indicated that using an
additive or composite index may not fully represent the complexity of the
specialization process. For example, the very large amount of money spent on
RV's may greatly skew the equipment value item in the index and
inappropriately boost the specialization index for respondents who score low on
other indicators. An adjustment or weighting could be used to make the index
measure RV campers and backpackers on a similar scale. However, weighting
based on researcher intuition introduces subjective bias (Watson et al. 1991).
The effect of weighting index items was beyond the scope of the present
research but may be an avenue for future research if a standard rational method
for assigning weights can be determined (Watson and Niccolucci 1992).
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4.1.1 Specialization Index: Comparison of Frontcountry and Backcountry
Visitors
Contrary to the study's hypotheses, Green Point visitors did not differ
from backcountry visitors in their degree of specialization when measured by
the index used in this study.

These two groups may be truly similar in activity

specialization level, albeit in different activities. The largest activity group
among Green Point visitors indicated they were campers whereas the majority of
backcountry visitors indicated they were hikers. Definitions for primary
activities were not given to respondents who were free to 'self-define' what each
involved. For example, the label 'camping' may have been interpreted as
recreational vehicle (RV) camping by visitors at Green Point and as tent
camping by those in the backcountry. Specialization for these two 'subactivities' probably should not be measured in the same way, as doing so may
produce equivalent summed scores. Williams & Huffman (1985) describe a
situation wherein specialization can focus on different attributes of the
recreational experience. For example, Green Point visitors may focus on
equipment and invest heavily in their recreational vehicles whereas backcountry
visitors may focus on acquiring outdoor skills. Each group will attain 'high'
specialization scores though different elements of the activity are being
measured by the index.
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The results of this study support the idea that elements or dimensions of
specialization, and the indicators that represent them, need to be examined
individually rather than as a composite score (Watson and Niccolucci 1992,
Watson et al. 1991). Recent literature suggests some alternative methods for
examining specialization including cluster analysis (Mcintyre and Pigram 1992),
principle-components analysis and factor analysis (Watson and Niccolucci
1992). However, the strength of the specialization index method is its promise
of easy application. Principle components and factor analysis require
mathematical transformations which often make interpretation in terms of "realworld" applications difficult.
The focus of specialization can be on elements other than the activity
component of recreation, such as setting. Williams & Huffman (1985) have
suggested that measuring specialization by activity alone may not be a sufficient
measure of recreation specialization.

It may be that setting context is a factor

in preselecting visitors who are more or less equivalent in activity specialization
levels. The fact that the population of visitors studied was drawn from one
park, albeit different areas within the park, may have limited the possible range
of specialization. Wellman et al. (1984) encountered similar problems in their
research examining flat-water canoeists. It may be that only mid-level
specialists come to Gros Marne NPR whereas very high specialists frequent
other locales, in which case one is attempting to differentiate amongst a
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homogenous activity group. In past research the specialization index method
used to successfully segment visitor groups tended to focus on narrowly defined,
skill-oriented activities, for example, river rafting (Grimm 1987). Using an
index that emphasizes skill-oriented dimensions to differentiate between
participants in less skill-oriented activities, such as hiking and camping, may not
be appropriate. The construct of recreation involvement (Mcintyre and Pigram
1992) provides a method for examining more generic and less skill-oriented
activities such as camping and avoids the focus on equipment or skill found in
the current specialization index.

4.1.2 Specialization Index: Comparison of Setting Choice Groups
Evidence that activity specialization may require a setting context is
indicated by the results for the two backcountry setting choice groups. Visitors
who chose the Zone 2 setting, which demands more skill and experience, have a
higher degree of specialization than those who chose the Zone 3 setting. When
these groups are further divided into those who chose one backcountry subactivity (i.e., hiking, camping or other) as the primary outdoor activity, more
patterns of specialization are noted. In the case of hiking, those who hiked in
Zone 2 are more specialized than those who hiked in Zone 3, who are, in tum,
more specialized than those who hiked in the frontcountry. This result supports
Bryan's (1979) suggested continuum of hiking and backpacking specialization.
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A reverse pattern is noted in the case of camping. Frontcountry campers

have higher specialization scores than Zone 3 campers, who are higher than
Zone 2 campers. It appears that specialist campers are focusing on a particular
type of camping activity and on different setting choice elements than specialist
hikers. This is not unexpected if, for example, specialist campers are RV users
who require a specific type of setting which includes roads and RV hook-ups.

4.2 Preferences for Environmental Attributes

The second objective of this study was to examine the relationship
between specialization and preference for selected environmental attributes. The
Gras Marne study examined preferences for selected environmental attributes of
visitors divided on the basis of specialization score (high, low) and of setting
choice (BC2, BC3, FC).
Some results from the current study seem to support Virden and Schreyer
(1988) and their examination of specialization as an indicator of environmental
preferences. They found that high specialists expressed a preference for rugged
terrain, few facilities and limits on numbers of hikers, whereas low specialists
expressed preferences for conveniences such as well-maintained trails, available
frrewood and directional signs (Virden and Schreyer 1988). The Gras Marne
study also found that high specialists differed from low specialists in their
preferences for certain environmental attributes. There were statistically
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significant differences demonstrated for nine of the seventeen attributes; seven
were substantially different. High specialists rated physical challenge (which
included the attribute of rugged terrain) and the presence of few people more
highly than did low specialists. Low specialists rated facilities such as frrewood
and nearby help more important.
Schreyer and Beaulieu ( 1986), using a different approach to measuring
specialization than the current study, found a lack of relationship between
specialization and type of attributes preferred. The Gros Mome study also
found a weak relationship between specialization level and preference for
environmental attributes. Environmental attribute preferences were better
explained by dividing visitors by setting choice than by dividing visitors by
specialization. These results support the idea of a visitor management plan that
divides visitors based on their setting choice and that provides information about
the type of attributes to expect in different park zones. A plan based on the
ideas of the ROS framework has certain practical advantages over using
specialization as a management tool.

The management of physical areas (i.e.,

zones) is already a part of the NRMP and would therefore be easier for
managers to both understand and implement. Although the specialization
concept is a nice way for managers and park staff to structure their thoughts
about visitors, as in the "thumbnail sketches" required by the VAG profiles, it
does not appear to offer a practical application as a means of dividing visitors
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into homogenous groups, whereas the idea of describing areas or zones which
provide different setting opportunities for visitors supports the ideas suggested
by Clark and Stankey (1979) and is consistent with the idea that VAMP needs
to be reconciled with the existing zoning system (Graham, Nilsen and
Payne 1987).

4.2.1 Management of Different Setting Choice Groups
The results of this study indicate that dividing visitors based on setting
choice may be more useful than dividing visitors based solely on specialization
level. For example, dividing backcountry visitors into BC2 and BC3 travellers
provides better groups for management planning. BC3 visitors often have more
in common with frontcountry visitors than with BC2 visitors. For example,
BC3 and FC visitors have similar levels of support for more facilities such as
pit toilets, directional signs, trail provision, and marking routes. BC2 visitors
differ from both these groups in their lower levels of support for these options.
There is higher support for trail quotas and for requiring backcountry permits
from BC3 visitors than from BC2 visitors, as well as the highest levels of
support from BC3 visitors for fining regulation violators and for revegetating
overused areas. These responses suggest that BC3 visitors are sensitive to the
numbers of people allowed in the area, hence the desire for quotas and permits,
and to the visible effects of too many people such as littering and damage to
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plants, which requires the enforcement of regulations to protect and to repair the
environment. Zone 3, particularly the James Calaghan Trail, is quite barren in
parts and other visitors are easily visible at a distance. Litter which might be
overlooked in more dense vegetation stands out and this area is accessible by
day hikers as well as overnighters.
The Gros Mome study did not set out to investigate the issue of crowding
and there were no items on the questionnaire which specifically addressed the
question of crowding. However, one possible interpretation of the results is that
BC3 visitors are beginning to perceive the area as crowded. It has been
suggested that modifying behavior, not limiting numbers, is the solution to
problems related to crowding (Hendee, Stankey and Lucas 1990). There was no
marked pattern of complaints regarding crowding in the visitor comments which
suggests that the issue, if there is one at all, is not yet serious. However, given
the nature of the James Calaghan Trail (a focal point in the park which attracts
a mix of all visitor types), Gros Morne NPR managers should consider
monitoring visitor comments and feedback regarding their perceptions of this
area.
BC3 visitors appear to share more similar environmental attribute
preferences with BC2 visitors than with FC visitors, particularly in their
preference for few people. However, BC3 visitors do not like the same level of
physical challenge for which BC2 visitors indicate a preference. BC3 visitors
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seem to represent a group who desire some level of guidance and facilities but
also want to experience more of the park's environmental attributes than are
accessible from the campgrounds.
This study examines the relationship between specialization and preference
for selected environmental attributes. However, incorporating environmental
attribute preference into an index type of measure continues to prove difficult
since there are so many environmental variables, and because preference for
certain environmental attributes is not necessarily a linear relationship, placing
them along a single continuum is problematic. A multi-continuum concept, like
that described in the ROS framework (Clark and Stankey 1979) offers a
practical solution to this complex problem.

4.3

Support for Management Strategies
The third objective of this study was to test the relationship between

specialization and support for management strategies. One reason for dividing
visitors into groups is to identify useful patterns of recreation and desires for
facilities. Therefore it was useful to demonstrate the utility of specialization in
defining visitor profiles that differed in their support for different management
strategies (Ditton et al. 1992, Mcintyre and Pigram 1992). This study examined
levels of support for management strategies by visitors divided on the basis of
specialization score (high and low) and of setting choice (BC2, BC3, FC).
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Specialization scores were able to describe variation in levels of support
for ten of twenty-one management strategies. Gros Morne NPR high specialists
showed less support for providing facilities such as signs and trails than did
low specialists and higher support for limiting numbers of people. These results
are similar to those of previous studies that suggest an emphasis on high support
for facilities in the case of non-specialized hikers (Williams and Huffman 1986,
Virden and Schreyer 1988).
It is difficult to compare the results of the current study to that done by
Mcintyre and Pi gram ( 1992) due to a lack of common methodology. But their
Cluster 1 group (low on prior experience, familiarity and centrality and high on
attraction and self-expression) " ... were most critical of the adequacy of facility
provision." whereas Cluster 2 (high in prior experience, familiarity, attraction,
and centrality, lower in self-expression) " ... were least impressed ... with
management actions and least critical of facilities." (p. 12).
The results of the Gros Mome NPR study showed that classifying visitors
by setting choice rather than by specialist score produced marked differences in
levels of support for sixteen of twenty-one management strategies. The pattern
of support shows BC2 and BC3 differing substantially from FC regarding
strategies that limit numbers of people and BC3 and FC differing substantially
from BC2 on strategies that provide guidance in the form of trails and signs.
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However, BC2 and BC3 differ substantially from FC regarding the provision of
extensive facilities such as shelters and paved roads.
The results of the current study, which show general support from high
and low specialists such as revegetating overused areas, frning regulation
violators and providing information on natural history, are similar to the findings
of Anderson and Manfredo ( 1985). One difference was that the Gros Mome
study's result generally supported the provision of pit toilets which contrasts
with the findings of Anderson and Manfredo (1985). The level of support given
by BC2 and BC3 groups was significantly different; BC3 groups showed a
higher level of support for this strategy.
The differences between levels of support for management strategies by
different visitor groups lends support to the importance of segmenting visitors.
Clearly the idea of managing park resources to cater to an "average visitor" is
not only undesirable but unlikely to satisfy either park managers or visitors. By
segmenting visitors into relatively homogenous groups, park managers can
assess whether to encourage certain visitor groups, such as RV campers, who
may require special facilities, to participate in areas outside the national park
which can provide them with a satisfying experience. Managers can then focus
on providing visitor groups whose activities are more appropriate in a national
park setting with information that will allow them to choose the area best suited
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to their requirements for a satisfying experience and will promote public support
for each national park's heritage conservation goals.

4.4

Visitor Proflles
The fourth objective of this research was to provide a description of

frontcountry and backcountry visitors for use in implementing VAMP at Gros
Mome NPR. One aim of VAMP is to describe visitor activity profiles which
allow park managers to assess activities in terms of park policy objectives.
These include providing diverse opportunities for a variety of visitor activities
which respect the ecological integrity of the park, providing a minimum of
facilities, and promoting public support for the Canadian national parks system
and the purpose of each national park.
The type of information required for these profiles includes activity
descriptions, market characteristics, benefits and experience sought, and service
requirements from the visitors' point of view (Figure 1.7). This study
contributed this type of information in the form of primary activity identification
and specialization levels among activity groups; socio-economic descriptions,
such as visitor origin and education level; visitor groups' preferences for
environmental attributes (setting) plus comments which addressed benefits
sought by visitors; visitor groups' levels of support for management strategies
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plus comments which addressed management issues such as providing
information and trails.

4.4.1 Visitor Characteristics and Comments With Implications for
Management
To tailor specific management techniques to suit the diversity of visitor
needs and park goals, park managers need to have accurate information about
the visitors to their management area. Visitor characteristics which emerged
from the present study may be especially useful to park managers. One
interesting characteristic is that a large number of park visitors are highly
educated. With this information park managers can develop interpretation
materials which cater to this more educated audience. Secondly, a significant
portion of visitors to all areas of the park are teachers. This presents the
opportunity of providing take-home materials which can make available the
ideals of the national park experience to students.

Each of these management

possibilities complements the VAMP objectives of the 'soft' approach (i.e.,
education) to visitor management as opposed to the 'hard' approach (i.e.,
regulation).
Data about visitors to Gros Morne NPR' s backcountry indicate that the
majority are male; in contrast visitors to the frontcountry comprise a relatively
equal gender mix. If the CPS wants to promote public support for national
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parks, they appear to be missing a substantial audience and may want to target
promotional material to include women. More significant is the fact that most
visitors to the backcountry are from out-of-province. This suggests the
desirability (confirmed by visitor comments) for information packages, aimed at
people unfamiliar with the area, available for easy distribution out-of-province.
Feedback from park visitors is an important component of VAMP. These
comments give park managers valuable insight into visitors' satisfaction and
dissatisfaction with current management. Important comments found in this
study addressed a general dissatisfaction regarding the lack of information
available to park visitors. As represented in the examples in Section 3.8,
visitors want better access to accurate information on a variety of topics:
directional information about trails and routes, educational materials regarding
the special area attributes, such as the geology, flora and fauna of the area, and
special requirements for camping in the area. People expect to obtain brochures
and accurate map information when they arrive at the park. Some suggested
additional maps and books should be made available for sale. Many people
suggested they would appreciate interpretive information about park
characteristics, such as the tuckamore, other arctic-type vegetation and the
unique geological formation which gained Gros Mome NPR its world and
national status. People indicated that obtaining information in advance of their
trip, so as to arrive prepared, is important. They want to know what .equipment
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they will need. For example, blackfly netting is essential. These specific
examples support a more general desire expressed in the high level of support
for the management option "provide more information" and give park managers
clear directions towards ways of fulfilling the mandate to promote public
understanding.

4.5 Final Conclusions and Recommendations
The specialization index developed in this study is not the best tool to
provide information for park managers. Better information, gathered by
dividing visitors into setting choice groups and by reading visitor comments,
provided park managers with three important pieces of information. First, the
profile of backcountry visitors indicates that many are highly educated and from
out-of-province. Second, the VAG 'adventurers' is not a homogenous group:
backcountry visitors in Zone 3 have some different expectations than those in
Zone 2. Third, visitors from all areas of the park indicate a need for more
accurate and in-depth information and interpretation.
A time- and cost-effective method to obtain current feedback for VAMP is
to ask visitors to complete a comment card at the end of their visit. The
findings of this study reinforce the importance of transactive planning and the
need for continuing active participation of park visitors.
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The concept of specialization is useful as a means for park managers and
others involved with providing recreation opportunities to people, to think about
the range of opportunities required by recreationists seeking different
experiences. Several researchers have made the point that the multidimensional
aspect of specialization needs to be better represented and the concept of
specialization has to move away from the single linear continuum. This position
does not yet offer practical techniques which can be used by park managers.
One advantage of the specialization concept is its usefulness as a way of
thinking about visitors by placing them along a continuum. This thinking could
be expanded into a multi-continuum concept looking at continuums of activity,
environment and social.
However, a generic type of index such as the one employed in this study
appears to be impractical. The purpose of using a specialization index is to
divide potential recreationists into homogenous groups who are seeking more or
less similar experiences. As this study has shown, specialization scores can
measure different elements and produce groups who may share similar high
scores but who are, in fact, seeking more or less different experiences (i.e.,
specialist campers seeking R V hookups and specialist hikers seeking few
people). If the idea of a specialization index is to be pursued, it must focus on
a more narrowly defined group. Evidence from this study which supports the
notion that a successful index must focus on a more particular group is the
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partial success of this study's index in differentiating among visitors to the
backcountry (i.e., BC2 and BC3 visitors) who were for the most part selfdefined hikers. The study sample was limited to visitors to Gras Marne NPR
and generalization of these results to other settings has not been demonstrated.
Future research should examine visitors to more than one national park, possibly
comparing national park visitors with visitors to other recreation areas.

To summarize the findings of this thesis:
1) Dividing visitors into homogenous groups (segmentation)
is an important step in visitor management.
2) The specialization index used in this study, while
offering some discrimination, was not the best
method of dividing visitors at Gras Marne NPR.
Dividing visitors by setting choice proved to be a
better discriminator of homogenous groups.
3) Visitors to the backcountry are not a homogenous
group.
4) There is some support for the concept of
specialization as a useful way to think about visitor
groups. Such a device provides a structure for
incorporating valuable local knowledge and park
staff experience.
5) Collecting visitor comments is a relatively low-cost,
easy method for obtaining valuable information
about visitors; transactive planning is valuable.
6) Visitor management based on providing setting
opportunities (as with the ROS) is a good idea that
can link VAMP input with the NRMP zoning concept.
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Future research should consider:
1) Continuing to fine-tune the indicators which
represent dimensions of specialization.
2) Examining the question of whether dimensions of
specialization progress along a linear continuum.
3) Examine the interaction between Gros Mome NPR
and its regional context, as this was not done in the
current study.
4) Examine visitors to other national parks and
compare them with visitors to other recreation areas
to answer, among others, the question of whether
national parks only attract mid-level specialists.
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It Cl!llplltH

10

0

I

I

a

10

0

I

I

n

10

0

I

I

n

10

0

I

I

IS

10

0

I

I

n

lltlbl llhf"l end
•lntelntne trelle

10

0

I

I

n

lot provfdlne trefla

10

0

I

I

IS

lllrttna routn

10

0

I

I

IS

l~lfrtne

-mtlht
bectccuotry pe111ft1

ltvttet•tlne -I'UIId
•r•••
lnltlllln; ICCUI"Itl
cllrectl-1 at.,.
Pevf n; ICCHI f"'Oda

~

~
~

·5·

fining blckcountry
regulttlon wlolttora

10

0

Ll•ltlng party 11111
to 10 paraone or 1111

10

0

latlbllalllng Ullr .... 10
Providing lnfo,...tlon
on the naturtl lllatory
of the ere•
10
Providing 111lded
ollpldl t Ione
10
Providing fdll lc eccesa
to tile blckcountry
(o.t. clble cor)
10
10
tt '"' horll ...

0

•
•
•
•

I

I

II

0

I

I

u

0

I

I

II

p,,.,

0

I

II

Providing •r• -~
pttrolt to 111l1t ...,,
.,.. ..,force r..,lttlone 10

•

0

I

II

I

IS

I

II

I

II

I

I

II

u
II

ltttrlct lng lltl I copter
traffic during hlltlng
....on
10
lntrlctlnt tile I'Uitltr
of partl11 In on orH
It My one till
10
Provldlnt
c...,.tt ..

0

0

0

~•

•
•
•
•

I

IS

I

II
II

10

0

llltrlctlnt Ct111pftr11

10

0

Providing prl•ltlwe
c...,.tt.. with
ttnt ptdl

10

0

Prowldlnt Aflptltcllletn
Rcu\ttln etylt tlltlttrt 10

•

I

0

I

I

low -.y tripe Clnch.dlng your . .t recent)
lttl-l Ptrk?
Ill PI

"'WI you_. to &rot lllome

to

c.rddlw,

C_,dd/W)

loll long before your . . . rec:ont lllckcountry trip to lroa lllome lltlonel
Perk did you dec: I* to to? CPl-• dloclt tile at~torr Wilda belt lfiPl Ill)

I J LEIS TIWI 24 lOIII
I I 1 DAY TO 1 WEI
I I 1 WEU: 10 1 IUITI

••

Yll lrllllomls

I J 1 IUITI YO 6 IDTII
I I 6 IUITII to 12 IDYll
I I 1111£ flAil 1 YEAR

CPlollt c:Mclt the one lllldl blst lfiPIIII)

I J filE Mil HITIIIATICII OF tiiUI fliP fiCit . .,
I I DIE Of II:W:W. M.ICII ITCIPI PLAIIIIED fill t11U1 IIIPf
I I All UIIPLA*ED llCIP

11 • llhtt t p tf tr0141 wrt you with cb'lnt your . .t rec:ont lllckcountry trip
to lroa lloml (Pltne dloclt tU thtt lfiPly)
I
I
I
l
l

I Al.CIIE
J CClUPLE
I fAMILY
I au Of flllll)l Cll ACIIMIITMCEI
I aiMICIAl au C,_s

,,

1 1 cua:c,_,

I I OTIIEI CPltlll

~ptelfy)

12. loll -.y Clncludlnt Y'OU'MlfJ In

D.

Tilt fotlowlne quntlone ptrttln to your tctlwltln In tht btckeountry of Croa
lllorne. flit portlona of Grot lllorne lllldl trt conat•rtd to be blcltcountry trttl
Include tile W'dtwtloptd trill tnd the prltltlwt c.pltn lhOIII'I tn tht eop on
· the neat ptte.

111111'1 ... your .,., rec:..,t trip to lroa lloml't lllckcountry?
fml

19.

lectlon J· IACiaUIIIY ActiVIn II . . IICIIIE

"·

...

the.,._.,

PEIDI

llhldl tctlwltlll did you pertlclpatt In lllllo vltltlnt lroa lloml'a
McltcoMitryt (PltiM cMcl II -.y II lfiPlY)
, I I IIKIIG
I I CNIPIIG
I I fiiiiiiG
I I lliDWATCIIIIG
I I VILDLUE VIEVIIG Ctther tNn bl,.)
I I IATUIE INn
I I P*lfOGIUIIY
I I II:A UYAKIIG
I I CA11C1E IIIG
I I lOa CLI .. IIG
I I OTIIEIS CPltlll epecffyJ

11. low -.y of thlle tripe (Including raur ..t rectnt) lnvolwod trOwtl to
the btckc..-.try?

til PI

"'~
"""

Ul

I+
lervlceaMdiM

c.n.dl• ......
Service

. . pwa

EJMJbE
~TICIIAL

MJ'Ib . . ¥111111111

a UJILIIAJICII

DEl ZDIEI UINAGEI DMS U PMC

DU .........

Aul vlaltewa . . aones . . , . . ,

c-.,.,

Lt pla.,art dt
11 rtndent dina In perca netiONUII at
CMUI' It '"tlon dt en peres.
...lheur---.c, In
~Mntglatn et 111 •tnlatratewa rnponatbln dt It '"tlon . . perca en
comels11nt trh J11U lUI' Ill vlalteura dn aones uuv-.ea. S... lnf-tlon
dtttlll .. lUI' In loltlrt • lonH 1-ItH (.. 1 1 1 Y .tome It 1WC quetlt
fr~l, oU It qJWd), Ill rtlpOIWibln . . pilrca nt peuvent drllltr IIUI'I
pl- dt l"tlon en c-4q..nc•.
Centdll prennent I

Lt pr"ent Cf.!Htlomelre t'lnecrft dina "'trtv~ll dt recherche
entreprla per l'WIIveraltl .._,.ltl dt Ttrre·leuve .n colltboretlon ewe le
Service c8Ndlen dtl perct. Le but ell ...-ttomelre nt dt • • - comeltre In
dlvera 1roupe1 dt vfaltewl CJ~f opttnt pour IH lontl IIU'I-.et at piltC Ntf-l
ell CtOI·Moml.

En t•t .,.. __.., d'WI er014)1 cholal, voua lt11 lnvltl I noua
ftlre pert dt voa polnta dt - et dt voa eapfrlencn rtlttfw.nt - loltlra
en aonea IIU'IIIItl 111 perc natl-l ell Cro.·llorna. ll tit trll ll!pOI'ttnt Cf.11 ln
Cf.llltlomalrn 10ftnt r~~~plla tt rttCU"nnl le pt .. vlte po11fble tfln ... noua
pululona en t•lr c~tt.
Ln r ..ult1t1 dt cette recherche 11ront pr"entfl 111 Service
ctntdltn dtl perca I~ f - dt ttblt- ICit Itt ICf.lll tfln dt l 1 tldtr I prendre
dtl cMclalona lllll I It plenlflcttlon. foutt l'lnfo,...tlon conteraa dtnl It
Cf.llltlomalre Mrvlra I It recherdll 1t tlll llrt traltlt conf....-.nt dltp01ftlona dta lolt ar t•acch I t•tnf-tlon It lUI' It protection . .
rtNelgn--.ta pereomela.
lloUI voua r-rcl- dt votr1 colltborttlon 1t voua 1
llb11
dt noua retournar l1 Cf.!Htlomtlrt cWII t•-toppe prl·affrandlll cl·jolntt.
laue e~plrona que '11'01 futurn vlaltn . . piltct nett.,.. 11ront trh
enrlchlutntll,

Secr4tarlat d'4ttt at c.n.dt
luretu dt trllllctlon

OOE/CPS· 015 ·04098

·10·

·1·
EIIIIUErE

Mftts

DES VISIIEUH : UIILISAJICII DES ZDIES UUVAGES DMS LE PMC

SJ.

IAJ I ~*At. DU QIOS·IDI.IIE

Le prHent queatiom~ire t.lt pertlt d'WII enqutte vtaent II dfttl'llfntr In
ntw- cl'utlliaatlon alnai que In btaoina et In attentn 01 vtalteur cln
aonn aaw~t~~~. au. flna 01 prftent queatlortn~lrt, • - aawatt clftltnt taute
'"'on qui nt prtnc:ipal~t non eaploltN au clont ,,_..,.,_t • aervlcn
pbtlca lit ll•ltt (ea.: tolltttll IWC fOIIII).
L'utilllltlon cln lontl
aawatta ciHIIfll In lolalra auxquele a•edoment l • vlaltiUI'I cln a-.

.....

Votrl rewru f•ttial WlnUil corr11pond li quell• cat~rle7 CCIIoiatr
la rlpona1
corr11pond t votre revtn.~)
( J IMOIIS DE 10 000 I
[ I 40 001 I A 50 000 I

.,1

I J 10 001 I l ZO 000 I
I I 20 0111 I l SO 000 I
I I SO 001 I l 40 000 I

54.

.-

b l nlw., d•ltudet -Z·YOUI att1lnt?
~lent l1
li wtre altwtlon)

•1-

I J
I I
I I
I I
I J
II
I J
I I
I I
11

,_,.,.. pertle • 1011111 El ZDEI UINAGEI
Clttl pertle COIIIpOrte dn queatl- Ml IU)It cln lolall'l - . . . 1 1 Yau1 YOUI
edomel 1ft IGniS IM!VItll It dn lllp6tl.-.cll que Yaul - 1 ricUII ~ Cll
lontl.

I J CIJI

II

a

II 11011, ccatllen cl•.utrn exc:urat- an lontl IIWIIII l\lll•YOUI
effectulel ., coura de la demltre tmN7
- - - - UCliiSIOIIS

z.

I J PLUS CIJ 1101111 IIIPOITAIIT
I I ASSU IIIPOITMT
1 J nis tiiiOIT.. ,
I J lXTiblaEIIT IIIPOIJMT
Lequel pal'lli In toi1ira aulvanta c-tltut votre Nlllt:IPALI forwe •
lolalr en zonn IMI¥11117 CCIIolalr \ftl rlponae)

I J WIOOIINEE HDESTl£
I I

CAIIPIIIG

I J PECKE
I J CIIASSE
I J OISEIVATIOII D'OISUUX
I I OISEIVATIOII DE LA fAIJNE CAUTIE ClUE LIS OISUUX)
I J OISUVATIOII DE LA IIAT\IIE
( 1 PIIOTOGIAPHIE
I I UYAC II IIEI
I J CANOl AGE
I J ESCALADE DE ROCNE
I J CAMPING D'HIVEI
I J RAQUETTE
I I MOTOIIEIGE
I J U:l DE fOND
( J AUTRE (priclaer),_ _ _ __

'·
s.

OC.

V- ¥OUI adomer II wtre PIIIICIPAL lolalr en zonn 11Wat11 .,.,,,
cOMblen d•annfee?
ANNEES
Au coura de Ia demltre lmH, cOMblen de foia _ . ttn·vaua lldoml

II

Cl

lolalr PIIIICIPAL? - - fOIS.

11

I J 60 001 I i 70 000 I
I J PLUS DE 70 000 I

(CIIola ft Ia rlponae .,,

PAl D•iMES ITIUCTUittJS
CEITAIIIES tMES fLtMEIITAIIEI
TEIIUIIi tlU)JS tLtMfiiTAIIEI
CEITAIIIES tTLOES IECONDAIIEI
TEMIU tlU)EI IECOIIOAIIEI
CEITAIIIES tTLOES TECMIIIUS CIU NOFESSIOIINELLES
TEMIH iTII>EI PIOFESSICIIIIELLEI
CEITAIII£1 tTLOEI tiiiVEISITAIIEI
OITEW DIPLOME tiiiVEISITAIIE
~1\IIEIGIADUtES

trDUft votr1 rlaldtnc:e pa..-ntntl7
VILLI
NOVIII:CE:-CIJ::-:-I::T:-::A;-T- - - - - - - - - - -

Guttie l~~p~rtanc:t attacher·VOUI II wt al)our rlcrlatlf en zonn IIWifll
par tlfiPOrt t d'.utrn ectlvltH rlcrlatlw7 (CIIolalr l 11nanc:f qui
c-lant 11 •1-)

I J PAS DU TCllf IIIPOITAIIT

S.

JS.

I I 50 001 I l 60 000 I

PAYS-------------. . . VIIUS ISEJCICIIS DE WTI£ m' ._AJICII.
Vtutlltl utll111r l 1 npact cl·deal- It ll Pill' IUIYintl pour fiOUI flirt
cortnlltre ln IIOcllflcatlona que vaua •l•rltl voir epportNI ., pare. • el•rl- - • • connaltre In dlfflcultla qui aont IUr¥W1UII durent votre voyttt
1t In btllll 1aplrlenc:n que _ . evez vlcun. l 1 hlalt1z paa non pha li felre part •
taut eutrn c--.telrll IU aujet . . aonn IIWIIII 01

..............

·Z·

·9·

Z6.

Clue Ia centrH d' lnf-tlon ewa·~ •laltta dena le perc?

(CIIolelr

Vous ¥out edomla a et lolalr NINCIPAL evec: ..,., degrf d'alaanc:e'i
(Cholalr It nlwou ..,, dfcrlt le
¥Otre 118blletf)

6.

•1-

outn ln rfponan "'' convlennent)

I J IIOVICE
I J DEIUT AliT
I J INTERMmiAIIE

I J CENTIE D'ACQJEIL DES VISITEUIS
I J POSTE DE liMO I EMS DE CXIW lEAD
I J POSTE DE GAIDIEU DE lOCll IAIIJiaJI
I J POSTE DE UIOIENS DE POINTE llaCIIY
I J iDifiCE ADtiiNISTIAflf DU PMC
I I PIIAH UIISTU aM lEAD

Z7.

7.

c-nt

une

OU.Ite cote ettrlbutrlez·-. a le ..-lltt dea etrtrlcea d'lnforwetlon
dltponlbln ., perc ell Crot•llomt ., euJtt . . aonn IMNIIIH?
CCholelr le r'Ponlt ..,, upriM le
votrt opinion)

EII'LACEIENT DES
IEIYICES D'INFOIUIATIDII
.UIES D'OINUTUIE
lYPE 0' INfOIUIATJDII fCUICIE
IIUAl nt DE L1 1NfOIUIATIDII
fCUNIE
CXJMPfTENCES DEl NEPOSfS
FIUINISSAIIT LU IUVICES
DIIPONIIILITf OU PERSDIINEL
PCd L'INSCIIPT IIlii

a.

ICII

IJ
I J

IJ

II

II
II
lJ

[J

I I
I I

II

(J

(J

IJ

I J

(J

IJ

I I

I J

' J

IJ

IJ

Dt f~on tfnlralt, c~t .,.ttfltrltz·~ votre rfcent "Jour eu
perc netl-1 41 Groa·llornt? (Choltlr l'Wionct ..,, •'~FPII.,. le •I Nit
votre altuttlon)

( J LE W'flGf A CIANDEMENT HPASU lEI ATTENTES
( J LE W'flGE A DtPASU liES ATTENTES
I J LE VOYAGE A atPOMOU l liES ATTENTES

I J LE W'fAGE N'A PAS HI'OIIDU l Jlf.S ATTENTES
r J LE VOYAGE N'A PAS DU TCIJT HI'OIIDU A MES ATTENTES

Prltre de foumlr . . dft11l1: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~tez·vow

a-.

vlalttr Crot·tlor'N de nouwHU pour ww IUtrt eacuralon en

IMIYIItH7

I J Clll
euttrlt. pert11 • NOFIL ...,

I J NOll

v1snaa

L• llfRill- IUIYWit• Ylaawt 6 ~rtf' I• Yllltarl . . lonH . . . , . . _ · - .......... erend pbllc.

so.

I J fEMME

te•

rJ

IICMIE

St.

v-

Jl.

Votrt prlnc:lpele profnalon 11t - - - - - - - - -

ttn

I J
l J

IJ
II

a

Z9.

I J

bCELLENT

ACCIPIAILE

¥0111 dfcrl¥11·vow
IIUII r~e)

I J

•1-

lltOIOCilE

I J AVAIICE
I J EIPEIT

I I

( J

••

en tent .,•-teur de pleln elr?

.I'AIIIE ALLEa FAilE UIIE IllUDE D'IIIE IIEU.E CIJ DEUX
DANS Ill SENTIU IAlllt
.I'AIIE FAilE IIIE IWIDOIINEE HDESTRE D'IIIE
DEIII-.ICIJRNEE DANS Ill SEIITI£1 IALI st
.I'AIIIE fAiaE IIIE IAIIOOIINEE KOESTIE D'IIIE .IIUINEE DAIS
Ul SENTIU IALIU
''AlliE fAIRE UIIE IAIIOOIINtE D'IIIE fl. DE SEIIAIN£ DAIS
W IUTIU IALIU
.1 1AIIIE ENTIEPIEIIOIE IIIE IAIIODIINEE DE IIATUIE SAUVAGE
D1111E IEIIAIIIE
"'AlliE hiE A LA ThE 0'111 Gltllii'E PQJI IIIE IAIIOCIINEE
DE IIAT&IIE IAUV~ 0 1111E IEIIAINE

.,1

Pour chaan . . tnonc&, enc:trcler le r~e
trlclllt le • • - voa
lnterttt en tenent cotptt
ebrtvletl- correapondlntn:

*•

PO TO • PAS OU TCIJT D1 ACQ)RJ)
PO
• PAS D'ACCORD
I
• IIIOifffiENT

D
• D'ACCORD
TAfD • TCIJT A fAIT D'lCCOitO

Mon •Hieu rlertetlf prtftrt en pteln elr nt celul ..,, •

•

(Choltlr

per.t •

1

f•lllerlaer ewe la Mture

IIINifl

..........,. ........
explorer •

nowt. . lleux

df¥1topper • • llllbllet&
epprofondlr ~ comeluenc:n
• le ne_turl
"'eyer et uti liter .on

POTO
I'DTO
POTD
I'DtO
I'D to

"'
..,"'

D
D

TAFO

"'

0

TAfO
IAFD
TAFD

"'

D

TAfO

D

..,,~,

I'D TO

PO

D

UFO

rel1¥1r • • dlfla
reneont rer • • tent
• tenlr en for.

POlO
POlO

PO
PO

0
0

TAfO
TAfO

I'D TO

PO

D

TAFO

•

POTD

PO

D

UFO

9.

dttendre

Ouelle lit le Ylltur IFPfOJIIMtlve de l'lgulpewnt tt dea plk•t
d'hebllleaoent ..,. vow utllltez pour eaercer wtre lolalr PIIIICIPAl
(lllectlonnl 6 le "'"tlon )) Cper eae~~ple, bottea de r lf1l:tonnH •
j.-ellta, keyac •••• J7 (Cholalr Wit rlponle)

de _ _ - ·

I I DI
11 11azoos
I I 201 I a 500 I
I J 501 I 6 1 000 I

I
(
I
I

J
I
I
J

1 001 I
l 001 I
5 001 I
PlUS Of

6 l 000 I
6 5 000 I
6 10 000 I
10 000 I

,.....
+;:..
00

·•·

·J·
10.

( J

0.

IJ , ••

zoo.

I J Z01 I . SOO I
I J 501 I • 1 DDO I

' J 1 001 ••

EMPLACEMENTS
El ZONES
YISITES

z 000 •

I J Z 001 I • 5 000 I
( J 5 001 I • 10 000 I
I J PLUS DE 10 000 I

11.

Veulllez .,.,..,.., ln cha ou ln ••ocfetlona " " • ce lolalr
NIICIPAL !UIIqulll VOla !ll!fre1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

tz.

Veullte1 .,.,..,,, ln llullethw ou t• rewa "" • ce lofalr
PIIIICIPAL !UIIqulll VOla ttnlllornl. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1].

Veulltez .,.,..,., tout etttfer, coura ou f~tfon ltructurf eyent
trelt • c:e tofafr NIICIPAL !t euquel - . . eve1 pertfcfpf eu coure . .
deua demltrea emln._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

14.

P041f c:hacl.l'l dn *-4s, ~nCercler It nlponae qui correspond te • • • l'i•rtanc:e que - . . eccorde1 • ~ type • rfelon, en tenent
COIIIpt! dn ebrevfatfona IMiiVWitn:
POll • PAS DU TCIIT IJI>OITAIIt
POll • PLUS Cl.l MOIIIS IJI>OITMT
AI • ASSU IJI>OITAIIT

i

~lac_,ta et quelln
aonn voua awa Ylalt4a tt oil v - awz pen4 Ia nult (Cholalr toutn
ln rfponln qui a'applllf'ellt 6 votre pha r4c:ent voyage)

i l'alde de Ia carte c:l·contre, lrdlquez quell

Ouell•s eutr!l dlpensn ew1·-. qatfea eu cours de ,,_..,. pour
vous !Ciorwwr 6 votre tolalr NJNCIPAU
(Par ••flllllt, freta de
Mplace.nt, llvrn ••• ) Cttlolalr It ,..,.,._, qui correspond te •leux
6 VOS DtPUSU P£1SGIII£LLES TOTALES)

II • tlb IJI>OITAIIT
II • EXTifiWIEIIT III'OITAIIt

quet point nt·ll lll!pOrtent pour voua d 1atler .,..

Wilt

,...,on

1

dot& d'l.l'l terrain qui
ealee d!' efforta Fflyaiqun

POll

POll

AI

Yl

El

oU- powtl
abatrver Ia feune

POll

POll

AI

II

El

POTI

POll

AI

Yl

II

POTI

POll

AI

Yl

El

oi.lllyadel'eau
poteble

POTI

POll

AI

oil pouvez observer
des wues penor•lques

"

II

POTJ

POll

AI

II

II

eroa eniMUa

POll

POll

AI

n

II

pr4sentent dts carectfrlatfqun
efologlques partfculltrn

POll

POll

AI

n

II

clotfe de dlwra
t~• de vfe4tetion
dot& de plentes
local" imebi tuel tn

oil h!bl tent dt

A. TEIIAII DE CNIPIIG DE U IIVIiiE TICIJT
I. WOODY POIIT
C. TEIIAII DE CAMPIIIG LCIOID
D. -liS POIIIT
l. IEITIEI JAMES CALAGIWI
f. locn' IWICIJR
C. 1EIIAII DE CAMPIIIG COlliiiE I£11Y
I. tfiRAII DE CAMPING POIIITE GIEEII
.1. IALU'S aM
I. IT. PAUL'S
L. aJW IIEAD
11. TEIRAII DE CAIIPIIG IAJE IIIALLOII
I. RIITIU CIEEI GAIDEIIS (1)
1. IEIITIEI CIEEN GAIDEIS (Z)
I. RIITIEI GIEEN GAIDEIIS (])
P. I~GIOII DES COlLJIES UX.:an
8. aiGIOII DE TAILELAIIDS
I. I~GIOII DE L·~TANG TllliT II VEl
I. PPLACENEIT DE CNIPIIG
DE L•tTAIIG ~STEIN IICO:
1. liGIOII DE IIG LEVEL
U. ltGJON Dl LttTAIIG TEl IIILE Pal)
Y. HGION 1ELLCII MJSN
U. EJI>LACENEIIT DE CNIPIIG SIIIJii WIIU
I. PIITE Dl IAIIOOIIIIfE PfDUTIE 1101111 1111
Y. PillE DE IAIIOOIIIItE PtDEUIE LCIIG UIIG£
I. PPLACENEIT DE CNIPIIIG FEllY C&II.CN
AA.IfGIOII DES COlLIIES ICIJTIIEAST
II.EJI>LACENEIT DE CNIPIIG IUJSSUU STAG
CC.HGIOII DE L'MU IT. PAUl'S
DD.IJI>LACENEIT DE CAIIPIIIG llAILEYVILLI
MillE (fndlquer eur le c:trt•)

25.

IICIIIItE DE
Ill ITS

( J
( J
( J
[ J
l J
l J
l J
( J
( J
( J
( J
l J
( J
I J
[ J
I J

I J
I J
I J
I J
I J
I J
I 1

I J
I J
I J
I J
I J
I J
( J

I J

.U.ttn prfnell?!l!' tourc!' d'lnf-tlon ewz·-. utlliHel pour
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CONSENT FORM

Environment

Enwlronnement

C.neda

C.nadl

P..U

Peres
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GROS IIOIUIB D~XODL PARK
B&CKCOUJI'l'&Y DZLXMG L%8'1' RJUa88XO• I'OU

Dear Backcountry User:
Gros Horne National Park is compiling a aailing list of backcountry
users. This list will be used to aail out questionnaires. We wish
to determine backcountry users• characteristics and recreational
preferences. This information is essential if we are to manage the
backcountry in the best intereata of everyone.
Of course, your participation is voluntary. However, we would like
~o

assure you that any information we collect will be treated in
accordance with the Access to Information and Privacy acts. No
per~onal information will be linked to any individual, nor will the
mailih«J list be used for any other purpose. The questionnaire will
be Pri•t and will come with a postage-paid return envelope.
It is iL~ortant that all members of your party 16 years of ~qe and
over complete a separate form. If you would like to partic1pate in
this study, please complete the following information:
«Um: ________________________________,___________

STREBT ADDRZSS: ____.------------------·--------------------~
CITY/TOWNs __________________________________

----·----~

PROVXlfCE/STATE:_-------------

COUNTkY:-------------------

POSTAL/ZIP CODE: _____________
Please indicate your preferred lanquage for th• questionnaire:
ENGLlSB _

FRENCII

-

Thank you foz your cooperation.

~

(y

'

j_,~L
A
-.1-:ll·.._ -\~......l)

·kcting superintendent,
Groa Marne National Park

Canada
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I+

Enwllw • •
Ca.....

C.Mdl

Paru

Parca

ElwtlollltiBinl

PARC NATIONAL DU CROS-HORNE
FORHULAIRE D'AUTORISATION POUR UKE ENQU£TE SUR L£5 USACERS DES ZONES SAUVAGES

Noua draaaona actualla.ent une 11ata daa uaaaera dee zonea aauvaaea. Elle aara
ut111afe pour envoyer par la poate dee queationna1rea aur lea caractartatiquea
de cea campeura at lea lo1a1ra qu'lla recharchent. Catte 1nfor.at1on noua aat
aaaentialla pour 1frar lea &onaa aauvaaea au ~ieux daa 1Dtlr•t• de tout le

.,nde.

Votre participation eat tout I fait volontaire. Toutefoia, noua tenon• I voua
aaaurar que tout renaelsne.. nt que voua noua donnaz aara traitf confora6~nt
aux Loia aur l'accia I l'1nforaat1on et aur la protection daa renaelaaeaenta
peraonnala. Aucune inforwation peraonnalla na aera ral16e I qulconque at la
llata de diatribution ne aara paa ut111a6e I d'autraa flna. te quaationnatra
aara court at 11 aera acco.paanf d'una anveloppe~ponae affranchta.

11••

11 eat taportant qua toua lea . .abraa de votra aroupe
d'au aolna 16 ana
reapliaaant une fo~ula. 51 voua voula& partictpar I catta •cuda, .aua ltaa
prifa de fourair lea renaaiane..nta auivanta:
NOM:

----------------------------------------------------------

ADRESSI: _________________________________________________________

VILLE a______________________________________________________________
PIOVINCE/trAT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PATS: ________________________

CODE POSTAL/ZIP CODE: ________________________________________

Prilre d'1Dd1quer an quelle laqua voua voulaz la quaat1onna1re:
ANGLAIS - -

FUN~IS - -

Roua voua re. .rc1ona de votre cooparation.

~j "+\.-.J._, A/r..,~.,_
La aurlntandant par lnt,ria,
Pare nat10Qal du Croa-Horna

Canada

1+1

Environment

Canada

Environnement

Canada

Canadian P..-a

Service caNdien

Sennce

"" parca

PARC HATIOHAL DU GROS-KORHB
..OIUIULAIJUI D 1 AUTOJlXSATIOII POOll U!IB EHQDETB

Char campeur,
Nous dressons actuellement une liste des campeurs. Elle sera
utilisee pour envoyer par la poste des questionnaires sur les
caracteristiques ,d e cas campeurs et les lois irs qu' ils recherchent.
Cette information nous est essentielle pour gerer les pare au mieux
des inter6ts de tout le aonde.
Votre participation est tout a fait volontaire. Toutefois, nous
tenons a vous assurer que tout renseignement que vous nous donnez
sera traite conformement aux Lois sur l'acces a !'information et
sur la protection des renseignements personnels. Aucune information
personnelle ne sera reliee a quiconque et la liste de distribution
ne sera pas utilisee a d'autres fins. Le questionnaire sera court
et il aera accompagne d'une enveloppe-reponse affranchie.
Il est important que tous las membres de votre groupe 4ges d'au
moins 16 ana remplissent una formula. Si vous voulez participer a
cette etude, vous 6tes pries de fournir las renseignements
suivants:
NOM: ___________________________________________
ADRESSE: ______________________________________
VXLLE:-------------------------------------------PAYS: ___________________
____________________________
PROVXNCE/~AT:

CODE POSTAL{ZIP CODE: __________________________________________________________
Priere d'indiquer en quelle langue vous voulez le questionnaire:
Anglaia____

Francrais____

Noua Voua remerciona de votre cooperation.

Le surintendant par interim,

Pare national du Groa-Korne

Canada
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1+1

Environment
Canada
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Environnement

Canada

PARC HAT%0HAL DU GROS-KORHB

:roJtXULAiu

D • AUTOJUSATXOII

»on mm

BNQWTB

Char campeur,
Nous dressons actuellement une liste des campeurs. Elle sera
utilisee pour envoyer par la poste des questionnaires sur les
caracteristiques ,d e ces campeurs et lea loisirs qu • ils recherchent.
Cette information noua est essentielle pour gerer les pare au mieux
dea interita de tout le aonde.
Votre participation est tout a fait volontaire. Toutefois, nous
tenons a voua assurer que tout renseignement que vous nous donnez
sera trait& conformement aux Lois sur l'accea a !'information et
sur la protection des renseignements personnels. Aucune information
personnelle ne sera reliee a quiconque et la liste de distribution
ne sera pas utilisee a d'autres fins. La questionnaire sera court
at il sera accompagne d'une enveloppe-reponse affranchie.
Il est important que tous las mambres de votre groupe ages d'au
moins 16 ana remplissent una formula. Si vous voulez participer a
cette etude, voua itea pries de fournir lea renseignements
auivanta:
NOK: ___________________________________________
ADRESSE:--------------------------------------

VILLE=-------------------------------------PAYS: ___________________
PROVINCE/tTAT: ____________________
CODE

POST~ZIP

CODE=----------------------------------------

Priere d'indiquer en quell• langue vous voulez le questionnaire:
Anglai•~---

Francraia_____

Noua Voua remerciona de votre cooperation.

La aurintendant par interim,
Pare national du Groa-Morne

Canada
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FOLLOWUP POSTCARD

1+1

1+1

c.n.diM ,... 5eMcl ~
5emce
..

,.a

Cher vlsfteur G.!

p~rc:

Canedian Pllfkl
5enrice

Uc:-.nt, vous avez r~ "'~tlomalre a•adresunt 11111 vlsfteurs qui
frfquentent lea a-. aawages ell perc: Ntlontl Gros Mome. II vous avez c:~letf
1t retoumf c:e questlomalre, now apprkhn t•attentlon que vous avez portf 6
t•enquite. 11 non, ncus vous aerlons trf d'y rfpondre et de nous lt retoumer
rapidelllent. Lei'ICIIIt)re d'utililltNra des zones sawages ell Pare: eat relatlv~~~ent
renrelnt, leurs lnterttt tont nfernolnt illlpOrtentl. L 'ftude que nous pourtulvons
a pour but de •leux c:omaltre et ttrvlr lu utlllnteurs des zones ltwagea. Afln
de terilr c:~~~~~pte de vot pr4oc:c:upatlont, fl ttrelt l111p0rtent qu'lllea 1t ratrouvent
eu aeln del rfpofwes que nous rec:utlltont.

II vous felalez p~rtl d'"' tr~ tors de votre vlalte eu perc: Ntlonal
Groa Mome It que voua n•avez p11 r~ It quutlomalre, ll nous tara pl1lalr de
vous en fllre p~rvenlr "'ex""l1lre. A cette fin, veulllaz en fllre Ia
en tftfphontnt (709·737 4171) ou en c:~~~~~plftant la aectlon lnffrleure de cettl
c:1rte. lloua vous r-rc:lona de votre c:oopfratlon.

._rde

Dear Gros llome Ylaftor,
You were recently •lled 1 questlomalre designed for bec:kcCUitry
vlaltors to Gros Mome llatlontl Park. If rou have C:OIIPltted and returned the
queatlomalre, thri·you for your pr11111pt rnponat, If not, pleatt c11111plttt
end retum the queatlomalre today.
lackcountry uaera are a -11 but
il!pOrtant troup of vlaltors to the p~rk. If the reaultl of this atudy are to
accurately reprnent the opiniON of vlaltora to the bac:kc:ountry, It h
lxtr-ly ll!pOrtltlt that your reaponae be Included.

If you or 1 ...._r of the p1rty rou 111re travett lng with did not
receive 1 queatlomalre, pla11e c:att (709·737·7417) or wile now and -thtr
will be aent IMidlatlly. Thri·you ... In for your cooperation.
Slnc:trtl y,

rA;,_ ~~-

lien 6 vous.

~·d...t.u.

Lill

SaMet canecloen
dat parca

eros Mome,

{pe'fit8Cy~

Lis• Sptllec:y
aeaearc:her

DtTACHEZ £T RETUIIEZ LA I£CTIDII DU lAS PCU RECEWIR LE CIUESTJOIINAIRE

·····························-···············4····························-··

PLEASE DETACH

Dept. of Gtograpl'ly
"-»rill ~lveralty of llfld.

a.

RETUIII IOTTCJM PORTIDII TO RECfiVf ADDITICIIAL IIUESTIOIINAIRES

Place
ltiiiiP
htrt

.. __________
Veulllez, I'll voua plait, • falre
p~rvenlr _queatlomalreta).
:.

Pilate lend _ _ queatiOMairn to:
Retoumez 6:
L111

· - ( I ) : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Spe ll1c:y

Dept. of Geography

ltrnt: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"-rial ~lveralty of llewfouncfl..:l
St. ~ohn'l, IIFLD.
Atl :SX9

Provlnc:e/Stlte: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Code postal: _ _ _ _ _ __

Poatal Code/Zip: _ _ _ _ _ __

1£11> TO:

Lisa Spellacy
Dept. of Geogrtphy
MMDrlal University of llewfCUidland
St. John'a, IIFLD.
All 3119

ole dHire "' queatlomalr1 rfdlgf

en:

.,.,...

= ''"''·

My preferred llf'IIIUittt

English
--french

I 1:

,.....
Vt

-....)
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SPECIALIZATION SCORES
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SPEC DmEX
Count Kidpoint
1

0
2

'
8

25
50
75
70
68
57
36
22
13
3
1
1

-12.5
-11.0
-9.5
-8.0
-6.5
-5.0
-3.5
-2.0
-.5
1.0
2.5
4.0
5.5
7.0
8.5
10.0
11.5

•
•

••

'

I •••• + •••• I •••• + •••• I •••• + •••• I •••• + •••• I •••• + •••• X
0

75

15

30

45

60

Hiatograa rraquency

SPEC INDEX
Mean

-13.634

Stcl err
12.028

Range

Median

-.o8t

sua

.166

Stcl dev

3.468

Variance

22.912

Miniaua

-11.806

-.031

11.106

Percentile
Value
25.00
2.379

Valid cases

Maxiaum

Value

Percentile

Value

Percentile

-2.526

50.00

-.089

75.00

438

Missinq cases

0
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Appendix E

SUMMARY TABLES OF SPECIALIST
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS
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Age Ranges of Specialist Groups

1.

SUB-GROUPS
Age Group

I

Low Specialists

High Specialists

under 20 yrs

6 (5.7%)

2 (1.9%)

20 to 29 yrs

47 (44.8%)

18 (16.8%)

30 to 39 yrs

28 (26.6%)

32 (29.9%)

40 to 49 yrs

10 (9.6%)

28 (26.2%)

50 to 59 yrs

9 (8.5%)

11 (10.2%)

60 to 69 yrs

5 (4.8%)

12 (11.3%)

0 (0%)

4 (3.7%)

4 (--)

2 (--)

Total

109 (100%)

109 (100%)

Mean

32.7

42.4

S.D.

11.6

13.4

Median

29.0

40.0

Range

49
(16-65)

59
(17-76)

70 yrs or more
No response

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.

Gender of Specialist Groups
SUB-GROUP

Gender

Low Specialist

I

High Specialist

Female

55
(51.9%)

30
(27.8%)

Male

51
(48.1 %)

78
(72.2%)

No response
Total

3

1

(--)

(--)

109
(100%)

109
(100%)

162
3.

Education Levels of Specialist Groups
SUB-GROUPS

Education Level

Low Specialists

I

High Specialists

1 (1.0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (1.0%)

some high school

6 (5.8%)

3 (2.9%)

fmished high school

14 (13.5%)

10 (9.5%)

some vocational

2 (1.9%)

5 (4.8%)

fmished vocational

3 (2.9%)

10 (9.5%)

some university

22 (21.2%)

16 (15.2%)

fmished university

27 (26.0%)

18 (17.1%)

post-graduate studies

29 (27.9%)

42 (40.0%)

5 (--)

4 (--)

109 (100%)

109 (100%)

some elementary
fmished elementary

No response
Total

163
4.

Family Income Levels of Specialist Groups

SUB-GROUPS
Family Income Range

Low Specialist

I High Specialist

under $10,000

10
(10.5%)

1
(1.0%)

$10,001-$20,000

18
(18.9%)

7
(6.9%)

$20,001-$30,000

9
(9.5%)

12
(11.8%)

$30,001-$40,000

16
(16.8%)

12
(11.8%)

$40,001-$50,000

11
(11.6%)

16
(15.7%)

$50,001-$60,000

11
(11.6%)

9
(8.8%)

$60,001-$70,000

7
(7.4%)

13
(12.7%)

over $70,000

13
(13.7%)

32
(31.4%)

No response
Total

14

7

(--)

(--)

109
(100%)

109
(100%)

164
5.

Occupations of Specialist Groups
SUB-GROUPS

Occupation Title

Low Specialist

I

High Specialist

Student

23
(24.2%)

4
(4.4%)

Retired

5
(5.3%)

15
(16.5%)

Natural science, engineering, math.

2
(2.2%)

19
(20.8%)

Managerial, admin.& related occs.

11
(11.6%)

7
(7.7%)

Teaching & related occs.

15
(15.8%)

18
(19.8%)

Medicine & health

11
(11.6%)

3
(3.3%)

Social science & related occs.

6
(6.4%)

4
(4.4%)

Other occs.

22
(24.2%)

21
(23.1 %)

No response
Total

14

18

(--)

(--)

109
(100%)

109
(100%)
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6.

Setting Choices of Specialist Groups

SUB-GROUPS
Setting Choice
Low Specialist

High Specialist

Backcountry Zone 2

17
(16.7%)

29
(27.9%)

Backcountry Zone 3

35
(34.3%)

25
(24.0%)

Frontcountry

44
(43.1 %)

40
(38.5%)

13
(--)

(--)

109
(100%)

109
(100%)

Excluded Cases
Total

7.

15

Primary Activities of Specialist Groups
Primary Activity

SUB-GROUPS
Low Specialist

I

High Specialist

Hiking

56
(59.6%)

28
(28.3%)

Camping

20
(21.3%)

27
(27.3%)

Other

18
(19.1 %)

(44.4%)

15
(--)

10
(--)

109
(100%)

109
(100%)

Excluded Cases
Total

44
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Appendix F

SUMMARY OF TYPES OF VISITOR COMMENTS
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SUMMARY OF FINAL COMMENTS AND
ELABORATIVE COMMENTS
Numbers from 1 - 200 = Green Point (FC) visitors
Numbers from 201 - 500 = Backcountry (BC2 & BC3) visitors
Bold Survey Numbers = Hi Specialist
Underlined Survey Numbers= Low Specialist

FINAL COMMENTS:
Total number of GP people who commented=57 /198
Total number of BC people who commented=137/266
ELABORATIVE COMMENTS:
total number of GP people who commented= 55/198
Total number of BC people who commented= 168/266
ENVIRONMENT
POSITIVE:

(106)

Scenery/ beauty enhanced: 005, 014, 112, 251. 285, 326, 342,
346,349,369,371,390,406,422.431,436,004,005,008,016,
038, 050, 088, 099, 100, 113, 159, 164, 190, 191, 203, 205, 206,
213, 216, 224, 226, 227, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 237, 240, 242,
244, 245, 247, 248, 249, 255, 265, 266, 273, 276, 281, 284, 291,
293, 295, 300, 301, 304, 306, 307, 310, 313, 318, 325, 327, 329,
330, 332, 339, 346, 357, 360, 362, 366, 367, 369, 372, 376, 377,
380, 381' 382, 383, 387' 388, 389, 392, 393, 399, 400, 401, 405,
408,410,424,429,432,433,436,437

(34)

Liked lack of human evidence/pristine/unspoiled wilderness:
255, 220, 241, 078, 206, 224, 233, 241, 247, 281, 289, 295, 317,
337,341,349,354,356,369,374,389,392,433,256,289,295,
337,341,349,354,374,389,424,433

(4)

Liked clean air/ water: 247, 250. 290, 390

(2)

Liked unmarked trail/using compass: 213, 372
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(46)

Liked quieUsolitude/lack of people/inaccessibility: 207, 233,
234, 251, 256, 278, 285, 289, 290, 316, 323, 341, 346, 357, 358,
385, 404, 136, 232, 279, 380, 213, 216, 225, 233, 242, 247, 273,
279, 281, 292, 295, 310, 317, 329, 349, 354, 356, 367, 369, 372,
380,400,408,410,433

(20)

Ruggedness, challenging terrain enhanced: 225, 226, 231, 234,
244, 252, 266, 275, 305, 306, 317, 356, 357, 389, 390, 234, 289,
290, 292, 346

(30)

DifferenU diversity/ arctic terrain enhanced: 014, 207, 209,
217, 225, 226, 227, 232, 248, 249, 250, 255, 259, 279, 279, 291,
295,300,304,329,333,360,366,366,402,404,207,222,316,
305

(6)

Enjoyed plant life: 226, 279, 300, 366, 390, 305

(14)

Liked viewing wildlife: 246, 247, 265, 278, 207, 224, 226, 255,
278,372,394,400,401,408

(25)

Good weather enhanced: 227, 242, 270, 300, 380, 381, 389,
394,410,432,437,026,142,143,224,242,247,270,300,380,
381,389,394,410,432

(3)

Liked community enclaves: 316, 369, 43

(1)

Lack of bugs enhanced: 300

(291)

NEGATIVE:

(4)

Terrain too challenging/did not like: 22, 224, 247, 360

(16)

Bugs detracted/ not prepared for blackflies: 011, 207, 243,
246,247,305,391,392,434,212,222,227,327,382,396,397
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(29)

Poor weather detracted: 305, 336, 258, 275, 294, 330, 331, 344,
348,353,378,411,412,001,002,009,020,031,258,294,326,
330,331,348,353,378,382,411,412

(49)

CONCERNS:
(15)

Concerned about human impact/ litter/ erosion/ outhouse
efinuent: 221,222,270,276,314,317,322,323,328,335,346,
349,366,434,441

(18)

Concerned about overdevelopment/ leave untouched
wilderness: 097, 234, 235, 242, 251, 256, 265, 289, 290, 308,
316,317,323,346,374,390,436,439

(33)

FACILITIES
LIKED EXISTING FACILITIES:
(14)

Green Point campground beautiful/ like access to water: 072,
073,113,183,188,016,017,018,022,099,106,164,183,247

(25)

Liked campsite/ organization, facilities: 088, 106, 113, 143,
203, 230, 231, 232, 259, 278, 284, 287' 288, 293, 337' 357' 389,
390,401,402,403,410,424,427,433

(3)

Variety of sites enhanced: 070, 071, 273

(7)

Liked existing facilities/ showers/ firewood: 245, 316, 329, 334,
335,420,409

(4)

Cleanliness of facilities enhanced: 016, 250, 278, 424

(4)

Liked lack of facilities/primitiveness: 227, 229, 230, 357

(1)

Liked GP self registration: 116
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(1)

Liked Berry Hill set-up: 038

(59)

LIKED TRAIL CONDITIONS:
(11)

Liked no trails/using compass: 207, 209, 213, 233, 234, 291,
316, 323, 341, 357, 358

(14)

Enjoyed trails/ new trails/ variety of trail skill levels: 002, 027,
097,323,420,291,342,220,293,310,409,410,432,433

(13)

Suggest new trails/loop trails: 097, 142, 219, 258, 280, 304,
335,341,353,360,374,385,410

(1)

Green Gardens trail good maintenance: 424

(39)

PROBLEMS WITH EXISTING FACILITIES:
(7)

Green Garden Trails not well maintained: 208, -210, 268, -387,
388, 210, 359

(2)

Problems with self registration: 115, 116

(5)

Poor roads, signs unclear/ too steep/ prefer pavement to
gravel: 050, 052, 053, 071, 093

(12)

Toilets/outhouses not clean: 007, 021, 023, 070, 071, 072, 073,
099, 141, 153, 205, 245

(2)

Campsites not private enough: 103, 104

(1)

Lack of RV facilities detracted: 015

(29)
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WANT MORE FACILITIES:
(7)

Want more campgrounds/ sites/ view sites: 001, 071, 073, 075,
076, 093, 142

(2)

Want more/better campground facilities for RVs: 001, 136

(4)

Would like washing facility/shower: 007, 023, 116, 137

(1)

Suggest shuttle facility: 239

(5)

Would like canoe/ kayak facilities: 154, 246, 294, 315, 433

(1)

Need facilities/ activities with older pop. in mind: 189

(20)

STAFF/SERVICE
POSITIVE:

(26)

Good/ helpful/ friendly staff: 006, 017, 038, 137, 153, 255, 264,
283, 299, 342, 346, 353, 357, 358, 371, 431, 031, 229, 313, 322,
346,357,409,424,427,433

(15)

Staff provided useful infoJ preparation: 206, 233, 299, 315,
323,346,357,369,424,439,225,283,357,396,427

(4)

Good information enhanced: 225, 283, 357, 427

(3)

Rescue/ assistance appreciated: 262, 346, 358

(1)

Loved birdwatcbing questionnaire: 259

(7)

Liked self registration procedure: 323, 335, 346, 424, 113, 424,
427

(56)
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POOR/ NOT ENOUGH/ WANT MORE INFORMATION/GUIDANCE:
(13)

Staff uninformed (beyond routine questions): 043, 195, 216,
220,248,249,268,305,339,344,377,430,431

(10)

Poor/ lack of information/ maps detracted from experience:
212,222,258,263, 264,314,321,332,344,431

(12)

Information/brochures not sufficiently provided/ visitor not
made aware of: 026, 043, 142, 195, 243, 244, 264, 338, 377,
430, 431' 438

(11)

Would like more interpretation litJ general outdoor lit.: 213,
249, 259, 268, 321, 338, 341, 353, 357, 366, 435

(12)

Want more self guided interpretation/ brochures/ signposts/
checklists: 002, 027, 030, 031, 085, 141, 142, 249, 268, 329, 338,
435

(16)

Need more/better Topo maps: 102, 141, 206, 207, 213, 220,
222,248,268,271,332,336,360,374,422.443

(1)

Trail info. inadequate/ unclear/ faulty: 027

(7)

Trouble fmding campsite: 206, 207, 245, 255, 336, 337, 349

(9)

Trouble fmding trail/ route/ got otT trail: 213, 224, 250, 255,
266, 326, 346, 373, 394

(24)

Would like more guidance/ warning/ equipment check/ trail
description/ trail markers: 206, 207, 224, 227, 252, 258, 266,
276, 291, 296, 297, 299, 305, 326, 337, 349, 376, 391, 392, 394
373, 222, 258, 373

(4)

Want more enforcement of regs.(dogs, noise, backcountry
etiquette): 136, 137, 317, 335

(2)

Would like ski info: 219, 341
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(1)

Would like more organized activities (eg. campfires) to meet
other people: 002

(122)

NEGATIVE:
(4)

Location of VCR not good/ need south VCR or Wiltondale:
026, 109' 249' 403

(5)

Difficulty registering: 208, 271, 273, 294, 388

(1)

Did not like "screening"/ advice: 308

(1)

Boat tour operator unfriendly: 353

(1)

Unhappy with fishing regs.: 038, 174

(12)

EXPERIENCE

POSITIVE:
(77)

Enjoyed wonderful experience: 213, 232, 237, 238, 239, 251,
252, 264, 268, 275, 276, 278, 280, 303, 317' 318, 326, 337' 356,
357,376,377,380,382,401,430,435,436,007,050,067,168,
206, 207, 209, 213, 216, 222, 230, 233, 244, 245, 247, 248, 250,
251, 264, 265, 273, 276, 278, 283, 285, 290, 305, 308, 314, 316,
322, 323, 326, 328, 334, 337, 339, 344, 346, 349, 357, 366, 373,
379,391,392,404,431,434

(24)

Visit lived up to/beyond expectation of enjoyment: 097, 102,
105,142,166,173,218,219,221,233,254,264,267,268,285,
301,341,342,366,381,388,404,422

(12)

Want to/plan to return: 007, 250, 325, 326, 337, 218, 223, 251,

276, 325, 326, 374

174
(16)

Friendly/ helpful/ nice people: 206, 221, 242, 244, 245, 250,
259, 286, 313, 354, 359, 367, 377, 392, 432, 433

(1)

Proud of Canadian heritage reflected by park: 006

(6)

Liked questionnaire followup: 220, 264, 275, 313, 322, 393

(2)

Would like more rock climbing opportunities: 272, 303

(8)

Enjoyed rock climbing opportunities: 271, 272, 387, 388, 271,
272, 387, 388

(2)

Good trip planning enhanced: 027, 283

(148)

NEGATIVE:
(10)

Disappointing experience: 220, 336, 349, 358, 400, 422, 430,
431, 212, 353

(6)

More challenge than expected/ too difficult: 221, 222, 223, 272,
284, 353

(2)

Nfld. too expensive: 015, 038

(2)

Questionnaire too difficult/ biased against RV pop.: 105, 174

(9)

Presence of other people/ human impact detracted (noise, pets,
litter): 035, 359. 393, 040, 232, 281, 296, 297, 328

(1)

Presence of RVs detracted: 036

(8)

Poor trip planning limited/ too little time: 080, 088, 212, 276,
080,276,304,423

(38)
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Appendix G

DISCRIMINATION ANALYSIS TABLES
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Table 1 Classing BC3 with FC
Predicted Group Membership

Actual Group

Group 1

Group 2

Group 1 (BC2)
n=105

83.8%

16.2%

Group 2 (BC3 & FC)
n=256

33.2%

66.8%

missing cases n=56

---

---

Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified: 71.8%.

Table 2 Classing BC3 with BC2
.,,
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'+ ' ' t

Actual Group
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Group 1 (FC)
n=119
Group 2 (BC2 & BC3)
n=210
missing cases n=53
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Predtcted Group Membershtp x
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GrouJ.? 1
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Group~

68.1%

31.9%

8.1%

91.9%

---

---

Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified: 83.3%.
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Appendix H

SUMMARY TABLES OF GROUP RESPONSES TO
ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES
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Table 1

Specialist Groups' Responses to Environmental Attributes

EnvironmentalAttribute
Scenic vistas

Low Spec.
(Rank)
Mean
(1)
3.81

High Spec.
Mean
(Rank)

Fl.203

4.03

(1)

1.91

Drinkable water

3.40

(2)

3.44

(5)

.03

Can see wildlife

3.34

(3)

3.90

(2)

12.11**

Area is new or different

3.22

(4)

3.45

(4)

1.88

Few signs of people

3.10

(5)

3.64

(3)

7.54*

Unusual Geology

2.95

(6)

3.27

(8)

3.67

Mountainous terrain

2.93

(7)

3.39

(6)

7.25*

Different vegetation

2.84

(8)

3.28

(7)

7.85*

Large animals

2.77

3.11

2.61

2.19

(9)
(15)

3.66

Help not far away

(9)
(10)

5.49*

Can see the ocean
Unusual local plants
Available firewood

2.59
2.54
2.49

(11)

2.44

(12)
(13)

2.95
1.97

(12)
(11)
(17)

.59
5.23*
7.92*

Water for swimming

2.39

(14)

2.12

(16)

2.75

National park status

2.31

(15)

2.20

(14)

.36

Challenging terrain

2.26

(16)

2.99

(10)

14.75**

Area has snow

1.50

(17)

2.25

(13)

19.84**

Notes: * p<.05
**p<.001
Means based on rating where 1 = Not Important to 5

= Extremely Important
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Table 2

Setting Choice Groups' Responses to Environmental Attributes

Environmental
Attribute

BC2
Mean (Rank)

BC3
Mean (Rank)

FC
Mean (Rank)

F2,353
:

Few signs of people

4.26a

(1)

3.99b

(2)

2.65ab

(11)

68.46*

Scenic vistas

4.07

(2)

(1)

1.85

4.03ac

(3)

(3)

3.87
3.39ab

(1)

Can see wildlife

4.09
3 .71 bc

(3)

9.86**

Area is new or
different

3.65a

(4)

3.55b

(4)

3.07ab

(4)

9.21 **

Challenging terrain

3.53ac

(5)

2.99bc

(9)

1.90ab

(14)

62.32**

Mountainous terrain

3.47a

(6)

3.55b

(6)

2.74ab

(9)

14.62**

Drinkable water

(7)

3.36

(5)

.19

(8)

3.27b

(8)

3.46
2.89ab

(2)

Different vegetation

3.38
3.35a

(7)

5.93*

Unusual geology

3.23

(9)

3.39a

(7)

2.97a

(6)

4.32*

Large animals

3.06

(10)

2.99

(9)

2.77

(8)

1.90

Unusual local plants

(11)

2.87

(10)

1.77

(12)

(11)

(12)

2.63

National park status

2.15

(13)

2.20
2.06a

2.66
2.48a

(10)

Water for swimming

2.95
2.18a

(15)

2.42a

(13)

2.89

Help not far away

2.05a

(14)

2.14b

(13)

2.74ab

(9)

12.83**

Area has snow

2.04a

(15)

2.04b

(16)

1.59ab

(15)

5.94*

Can see the ocean

2.02a

(16)

2.18b

(12)

3.03ab

(5)

25.79**

Available firewood

1.89a

(17)

2.12b

(14)

2.48ab

(12j

Notes:

7.21 **

Similar superscripts denote groups significantly different at the .05 level.
* p<.05
**p<.001
Means based on ratings where 1 =Not Important to 5 =Extremely Important

\
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Appendix I

SUMMARY TABLES OF GROUP RESPONSES TO
MANAGEMENTSTRATEGlliS
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Table 1

Specialist Groups' Level of Support for Management Strategies

Management Option
Revegetate overused areas

Low Spec.
Mean (Rank)
(1)
4.44

Fine regulation violators

4.42

(2)

4.23

(2)

2.51

Provide info on natural
beauty

4.22

(3)

4.22

(3)

.00

Require BC permits

4.08

(4)

4.05

(4)

.03

Install directional signs

4.05

(5)

3.67

(8)

6.14*

Establish trails

3.97

(6)

3.58

(10)

7.66*

Mark routes

3.87

(7)

3.55

(11)

5.61*

Limit party sizes

3.67

(8)

4.03

(5)

5.30*

Provide pit toilets

3.67

(8)

3.87

(7)

1.89

Impose trail quotas

3.56

(9)

3.88

4.87*

Provide guided expeditions

3.48

(10)

- 3.07

(6)
(14)

12.92**

Provide more warden patrols

3.44

(11)

3.37

(12)

.31

Provide more campsites

3.31

(12)

3.18

(13)

1.08

Restrict campfrres

3.19

(13)

3.59

(9)

7.20*

Provide tentpads at primitive
campsites

3.17

(14)

3.08

(15)

.35

Provide Appalachian style
shelters

3.13

(15)

2.90

(17)

2.50

Permit horse use

2.89

(16)

2.26

(20)

18.94**

Establish user fee

2.85

(17)

2.94

(16)

.33

Pave access road
Not provide trails

2.72
2.41

(18)
(19)

2.37
2.88

(19)
(18)

4.97*
9.67*

Provide public access (i.e.,
cable car)

2.17

(20)

2.00

(21)

1.09

High Spec.
Mean (Rank)
4.45
(1)

Notes: * p<.05
**p<.001
Means based on ratings where 1 = Strongly Oppose to 5

F1,203

.00

= Strongly Support.
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Table 2

Setting Choice Groups' Levels of Support for Management Options

Management Option

BC2
Mean (Rank)

BC3
Mean (Rank)
4.58a
(1)

FC
Mean (Rank)
4.37a
(1)

2.99

(2)

4.15a

(4)

3.70*

(4)

4.18

(3)

.51

3.61ab

(8)

21.96**

3.5oab

(11)

13.48**

3.39ab

(14)

17.10**

F2,353

Revegetate overused areas

4.48

(1)

Fine regulation violators

4.33

(2)

Provide info on natural
history

4.27

(3)

Require BC permits

4.24a

(4)

4.38b

(3)

Limit party sizes

4.17a

(5)

3.99b

(6)

Impose trail quotas

3.99a

(6)

4.06b

(5)

Restrict campfires

3.63a

(7)

3.38b

(11)

3.06ab

(17)

9.29**

Provide pit toilets

3.45ab

(8)

3.8la

(10)

3.95b

(7)

7.87**

Provide more warden
patrols

3.38

(9)

3.31

(12)

3.51

(10)

1.64

Not provide trails

3.30ab

(10

2.35a

(19)

2.27b

(21)

40.21 **

Install directional signs

3.25ab

(11)

3.98a

(7)

4.21b

(2)

26.89**

Mark routes

3.22ab

(12)

3.85a

(9)

3.99b

(6)

25.79**

Establish trails

3.17ab

(13)

3.96a

(8)

4.07b

(5)

33.01 **

Provide tentpads at
primitive campsites

3.00

(14)

3.00

(15)

3.24

(15)

2.07

Establish user fee

2.88

(15)

2.99

(16)

2.88

(19)

.33

Provide guided expeditions

2.83ab

(16)

3.2oac

(14)

3.48bc

(12)

17.58**

Provide more campsites

2.77ab

(17)

3.27ac

(13)

3.6obc

(9)

26.16*

Provide Appalachian style
shelters

2.65ab

(18)

2.95ac

(17)

3.40bc

(13)

16.63*

Permit horse use

2.09ab

(19)

2.46ac

(18)

2.93bc

(18)

21.09**

Pave access roads

2.09a

(19)

2.2lb

(20)

3.07ab

(16)

37.62**

Provide public access (i.e.,
cable car)

1.5oab

(20)

1.83ac

(21)

2.75bc

(20)

47.92**

Notes:

4.45a
-..4.22

-

Similar superscripts denote groups significantly different at the .05 level.
* p<.05
**p<.001
Means based on ratings where 1 = Strongly Oppose to 5 = Strongly Support

